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LOCALIZATION OF QUANTUM BIEQUIVARIANT D{MODULES AND Q-W
ALGEBRAS
A. SEVOSTYANOV
Abstract. We present a biequivariant version of Kremnizer{Tanisaki localization theorem for
quantum D{modules. We also obtain an equivalence between a category of nitely generated
equivariant modules over a quantum group and a category of nitely generated modules over a q-W
algebra which can be regarded as an equivariant quantum group version of Skryabin equivalence.
The biequivariant localization theorem for quantum D{modules together with the equivariant
quantum group version of Skryabin equivalence yield an equivalence between a certain category
of quantum biequivariant D{modules and a category of nitely generated modules over a q-W
algebra.
1. Introduction
Let G be a complex simple connected simply connected algebraic group with Lie algebra g, B
a Borel subgroup of G, b the Lie algebra of B. Denote by U(g) the universal enveloping algebra
of g. Let  be a weight of g, M the Verma module over g with highest weight  with respect to
the system of positive roots of the pair (g; b). Denote by I the annihilator of M in U(g), and let
U(g) = U(g)=I. Note that I is generated by a maximal ideal of the center Z(U(g)) of U(g) which
is the kernel of a character  : Z(U(g))! C. By the celebrated Beilinson{Bernstein theorem, if  is
regular dominant then the category of U(g){modules is equivalent to the category of modules over
the sheaf DG=B of {twisted dierential operators on the ag variety G=B which are quasi{coherent
over the sheaf of regular functions C[G=B] on G=B. The functor providing the equivalence is simply
the global section functor.
This result was generalized to the case of quantum groups in [1, 29]. The main observation used
in [1] is that D can be regarded as a quantization of the {twisted cotangent bundle T (G=B)
which is a symplectic leaf in the quotient (T G)=B of the symplectic variety T G, equipped with
the canonical symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle, by the Hamiltonian action induced by
the B{action by right translations on G. Note that  naturally gives rise to a character  : b! C,
and T (G=B) corresponds to the value  2 b of the moment map  : T G! b for the B{action,
T (G=B) =  1()=B. Using this observation at the quantum level one can replace the category
of DG=B{modules with a category DB of modules over the sheaf of dierential operators DG on G
which are equivariant with respect to a left B{action. Objects of this category are DG{modules
M equipped with the structure of B{modules in such a way that the action map DG 
M ! M
is a morphism of B{modules, where the action of B on DG is induced by the action on G by right
translations, and the dierential of the action of B onM coincides with the action of the Lie algebra
b on the tensor product M 
C, where b acts on M via the natural embedding b! DG, and C is
the one{dimensional representation of b corresponding to the character . The Beilinson{Bernstein
localization theorem for equivariant DG{modules was already formulated in [2] (see also [16] for
some further details).
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Note that T G is naturally equipped with a G{action induced by the G{action by left translations
on G. This action also preserves the canonical symplectic structure on T G and commutes with
the right B{action. Hence it induces a Hamiltonian G{action on (T G)=B and on all its symplectic
leaves. In particular, the natural G{action on T (G=B) is Hamiltonian. One can restrict this
action to various subgroups of G. Let N be such a subgroup with Lie algebra n equipped with
a character  : n ! C. Similarly to the case of B{equaivariant DG{modules one can consider the
category NDG=B of N{equivariant DG=B{modules. By Beilinson{Bernstein localization theorem this
category is equivalent to the category N U(g)
   mod of equivariant (g; N){modules on which the
center Z(U(g)) acts by the character . This category is dened similarly to the category DB . Its
objects are left g{modules V equipped with the structure of left N{modules in such a way that the
action map g
 V ! V is a morphism of N{modules, where the action of N on g is induced by the
adjoint representation, and the dierential of the action of N on V coincides with the action of the
Lie algebra n on the tensor product V 
 C, where n acts on V via the natural embedding b ! g,
and C is the one{dimensional representation of n corresponding to the character .
Now let 1 : T
(G=B) ! n be the moment map corresponding to the Hamiltonian group ac-
tion of N on T (G=B), and T (G=B) =  11 ()=N the corresponding reduced Poisson manifold.
Following the philosophy presented before in case of equivariant DG{modules one can expect that
the category N DG=B is equivalent to the category of D{modules related to certain quantization of
T
(G=B), and the category

N U(g)
 mod is equivalent to the category of modules over an associa-
tive algebra U(g) which is a quantization of T
(G=B). Putting the two equivariance conditions
together this would yield an equivalence between a category N DB of DG{modules equipped with the
two equivariance conditions with respect to actions of B and N and a category of U(g){modules.
Such equivalence was established, for instance, in case of modules over W{algebras in [9] when
the subgroup N and its character  are chosen in such a way that U(g) is a quotient of a nitely
generated W{algebra over a central ideal. In this paper we are going to obtain a similar categorial
equivalence in case of q-W{algebras introduced in [27].
The denition of q-W{algebras is given in terms of quantum groups and we shall need an analogue
of Beilinson{Bernstein localization for quantum groups. First of all there is a natural analogue of
the algebra of dierential operators on G for quantum groups called the Heisenberg double Dq (see
[23]). Dq is a smash product of a quantum group Uq(g) and of the dual Hopf algebra generated by
matrix elements of nite{dimensional representations of the quantum group. Similarly to the case of
Lie algebras one can consider the category of Dq{modules which are equivariant, in a sense similar
to the Lie algebra case, with respect to a locally nite action of a quantum group analogue Uq(b+)
of the universal enveloping algebra of a Borel sublagebra, Uq(b+) being equipped with a character 
as well. The main statement of [1] is that if  is regular dominant the category of such Dq{modules
is equivalent to the category of Uq(g)
{modules, where Uq(g)
 = Uq(g)
fin=J, and Uq(g)
fin is the
locally nite part with respect to the adjoint action of the Hopf algebra Uq(g) on itself, J is the
annihilator of the Verma module with highest weight  in Uq(g)
fin.
In Section 8 we give a quantum group analogue of the localization theorem for the category

N DB . Our construction is a straightforward generalization of the classical result. Such an easy
generalization is possible because the Heisenberg double is equipped with natural analogues of the
G{actions on the algebra of dierential operators on G induced by left and right translations on G.
This result can be applied in case of q-W{algebras if a quantum analogue of the group N and of
its character are chosen in a proper way. Appropriate subalgebras Usq (m+) of Uq(g) with characters
sq were dened in terms of certain new realizations U
s
q (g) of the quantum group Uq(g) associated
to Weyl group elements s of the Weyl group W of g. The denition of subalgebras Usq (m+) requires
a deep study of the algebraic structure of Uq(g) presented in [27]. We recall the main results
of [27] in Sections 4{6, with some important modications crucial for applications to Usq (g)
fin.
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The denition of the category of Usq (m+){equivariant modules over U
s
q (g) requires some further
investigation presented in Sections 5{6. The problem is that a proper denition of this category
formulated in Section 7 can only be given in terms of the locally nite part Usq (g)
fin of Usq (g), and
the denition of the corresponding q-W{algebras associated to characters sq : U
s
q (m+) ! C given
in Section 5 in terms of Usq (g)
fin also becomes more complicated comparing to the one suggested in
[27]. The use of the locally nite part Usq (g)
fin is related to the fact that Usq (g)
fin is a deformation
of the algebra of regular functions on the algebraic group G which follows from Proposition 5.5.
Implicitly this result is also contained in [14].
The most dicult part of our construction is the proof of the equivalence between the category of
nitely generated modules over Usq (g)
fin equivariant over Usq (m+) and the category of nitely gener-
ated modules over the corresponding q-W{algebra W sq (G) which can be regarded as an equivariant
version of Skryabin equivalence for quantum groups (see Appendix to [19]). We use the idea of the
proof of a similar fact for W{algebras as it appears in [13]. However, technical diculties in case of
quantum groups become obscure. Our proof is presented in Section 7. It heavily relies on the behav-
ior of all ingredients of the construction in the classical limit q ! 1. In particular, the key step is to
use the cross{section theorem for the action of a unipotent algebraic subgroup N  G on a subvariety
of G obtained in [26]. Let U(m+) be q = 1 specialization of the U
s
q (m+). The cross{section theorem
implies in particular that as a U(m+){module the q = 1 specialization of any U
s
q (m+){equivariant
Usq (g)
fin{module V is isomorphic to the space of homomorphisms homC(U(m+); V 0) of U(m+) into
a vector space V 0 vanishing on some power of the natural augmentation ideal of U(m+).
The quantum group analogue of the localization theorem for the category N U(g)
  mod easily
gives an equivalence between a category of modules over Dq equivariant with respect to a Uq(b+){
action and to a Usq (m+){action and the category of U
s
q (m+){equivariant modules over U
s
q (g)
fin
with central character . This equivalence together with the equivariant Skryabin equivalence
for quantum groups yield an equivalence between a category of nitely generated modules over Dq
equivariant with respect to a Uq(b+){action and to a U
s
q (m+){action and the category of nitely
generated modules over the quotientW sq (G) of the corresponding q-W{algebra W
s
q (G) by a central
ideal. This agrees with the general philosophy that W sq (G), or more generally W
s
q (G), can be
regarded as a quantization of the algebra of regular functions on a reduced Poisson manifold. In
case of the algebra W sq (G) the corresponding manifold is an algebraic group analogue of Slodowy
slices associated to Weyl group element s (see Theorem 6.4). Such slices transversal to conjugacy
classes in G were dened in [26].
The main results of this paper are valid when the deformation parameter q is generic, i.e. it
belongs to an open subset of the complex plane.
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2. Notation
Fix the notation used throughout the text. Let G be a connected nite{dimensional complex
simple Lie group, g its Lie algebra. Fix a Cartan subalgebra h  g and let  be the set of roots of
(g; h). Let i; i = 1; : : : ; l; l = rank(g) be a system of simple roots, + = f1; : : : ; Ng the set of
positive roots. Let H1; : : : ;Hl be the set of simple root generators of h.
Let aij be the corresponding Cartan matrix, and let d1; : : : ; dl be coprime positive integers such
that the matrix bij = diaij is symmetric. There exists a unique non{degenerate invariant symmetric
bilinear form (; ) on g such that (Hi;Hj) = d
 1
j aij . It induces an isomorphism of vector spaces h ' h
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under which i 2 h corresponds to diHi 2 h. We denote by _ the element of h that corresponds
to  2 h under this isomorphism. The induced bilinear form on h is given by (i; j) = bij .
Let W be the Weyl group of the root system . W is the subgroup of GL(h) generated by the
fundamental reections s1; : : : ; sl,
si(h) = h  i(h)Hi; h 2 h:
The action of W preserves the bilinear form (; ) on h. We denote a representative of w 2W in G by
the same letter. For w 2 W; g 2 G we write w(g) = wgw 1. For any root  2  we also denote by
s the corresponding reection.
For every element w 2 W one can introduce the set w = f 2 + : w() 2  +g, and the
number of the elements in the set w is equal to the length l(w) of the element w with respect to
the system   of simple roots in +.
Let b+ be the positive Borel subalgebra and b  the opposite Borel subalgebra; let n+ = [b+; b+]
and n  = [b ; b ] be their nilradicals. Let H = exp h; N+ = exp n+; N  = exp n ; B+ =
HN+; B  = HN  be the Cartan subgroup, the maximal unipotent subgroups and the Borel sub-
groups of G which correspond to the Lie subalgebras h; n+; n ; b+ and b ; respectively.
We identify g and its dual by means of the canonical invariant bilinear form. Then the coadjoint
action of G on g is naturally identied with the adjoint one. We also identify n+ = n ; b+ = b .
Let g be the root subspace corresponding to a root  2 , g = fx 2 gj[h; x] = (h)x for every h 2
hg. g  g is a one{dimensional subspace. It is well known that for  6=   the root subspaces g
and g are orthogonal with respect to the canonical invariant bilinear form. Moreover g and g 
are non{degenerately paired by this form.
Root vectors X 2 g satisfy the following relations:
[X; X ] = (X; X )_:
Note also that in this paper we denote by N the set of nonnegative integer numbers, N = f0; 1; : : :g.
3. Quantum groups
In this paper we shall consider various specializations of the standard Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum
group Uh(g) dened over the ring of formal power series C[[h]], where h is an indeterminate. We
follow the notation of [6].
Let V be a C[[h]]{module equipped with the h{adic topology. This topology is characterized by
requiring that fhnV j n  0g is a base of the neighborhoods of 0 in V , and that translations in V
are continuous.
A topological Hopf algebra over C[[h]] is a complete C[[h]]{module A equipped with a structure
of C[[h]]{Hopf algebra (see [6], Denition 4.3.1), the algebraic tensor products entering the axioms
of the Hopf algebra are replaced by their completions in the h{adic topology. Let ; {;; "; S be the
multiplication, the unit, the comultiplication, the counit and the antipode of A, respectively.
The standard quantum group Uh(g) associated to a complex nite{dimensional simple Lie algebra
g is a topological Hopf algebra over C[[h]] topologically generated by elements Hi; X+i ; X
 
i ; i =
1; : : : ; l, subject to the following dening relations:
[Hi;Hj ] = 0; [Hi; X

j ] = aijXj ; X+i X j  X j X+i = i;j Ki K
 1
i
qi q 1i
;
P1 aij
r=0 ( 1)r

1  aij
r

qi
(Xi )
1 aij rXj (X

i )
r = 0; i 6= j;
where
Ki = e
dihHi ; eh = q; qi = q
di = edih;
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m
n

q
=
[m]q!
[n]q![m  n]q! ; [n]q! = [n]q : : : [1]q; [n]q =
qn   q n
q   q 1 ;
with comultiplication dened by
h(Hi) = Hi 
 1 + 1
Hi; h(X+i ) = X+i 
K 1i + 1
X+i ; h(X i ) = X i 
 1 +Ki 
X i ;
antipode dened by
Sh(Hi) =  Hi; Sh(X+i ) =  X+i Ki; Sh(X i ) =  K 1i X i ;
and counit dened by
"h(Hi) = "h(X

i ) = 0:
We shall also use the weight{type generators
Yi =
lX
j=1
di(a
 1)ijHj ;
and the elements Li = e
hYi .
The Hopf algebra Uh(g) is a quantization of the standard bialgebra structure on g in the sense
that Uh(g)=hUh(g) = U(g); h =  (mod h), where  is the standard comultiplication on U(g),
and
h  opph
h
(mod h) =  :
Here  : g! g
 g is the standard cocycle on g, and opph = h,  is the permutation in Uh(g)
2,
(x
 y) = y 
 x. Recall that
(x) = (adx 
 1 + 1
 adx)2r+; r+ 2 g
 g;
(3.1) r+ =
1
2
lX
i=1
Yi 
Hi +
X
2+
(X ; X ) 1X 
X  :
Here X 2 g are root vectors of g. The element r+ 2 g
 g is called a classical r{matrix.
Uh(g) is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, i.e. there exists an invertible element R 2 Uh(g)
Uh(g),
called a universal R{matrix, such that
(3.2) opph (a) = Rh(a)R 1 for all a 2 Uh(g):
We recall an explicit description of the element R. Firstly, one can dene root vectors of Uh(g)
in terms of a braid group action on Uh(g) (see [6]). Let mij , i 6= j be equal to 2; 3; 4; 6 if aijaji is
equal to 0; 1; 2; 3, respectively. The braid group Bg associated to g has generators Ti, i = 1; : : : ; l,
and dening relations
TiTjTiTj : : : = TjTiTjTi : : :
for all i 6= j, where there are mij T 's on each side of the equation.
Bg acts by algebra automorphisms of Uh(g) as follows:
Ti(X
+
i ) =  X i ehdiHi ; Ti(X i ) =  e hdiHiX+i ; Ti(Hj) = Hj   ajiHi;
Ti(X
+
j ) =
 aijX
r=0
( 1)r aijq ri (X+i )( aij r)X+j (X+i )(r); i 6= j;
Ti(X
 
j ) =
 aijX
r=0
( 1)r aijqri (X i )(r)X j (X i )( aij r); i 6= j;
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where
(X+i )
(r) =
(X+i )
r
[r]qi !
; (X i )
(r) =
(X i )
r
[r]qi !
; r  0; i = 1; : : : ; l:
Recall that an ordering of a set of positive roots + is called normal for any three roots ; ; 
such that  = +  we have either  <  <  or  <  < .
For any reduced decomposition w0 = si1 : : : siD of the longest element w0 of the Weyl group W
of g the ordering
1 = i1 ; 2 = si1i2 ; : : : ; D = si1 : : : siD 1iD
is a normal ordering in +, and there is a one{to{one correspondence between normal orderings of
+ and reduced decompositions of w0 (see [31]).
Fix a reduced decomposition w0 = si1 : : : siD of w0 and dene the corresponding root vectors in
Uh(g) by
(3.3) Xk = Ti1 : : : Tik 1X

ik
:
The root vectors X+ satisfy the following relations:
(3.4) X+X
+
   q(;)X+ X+ =
X
<1<:::<n<
C(k1; : : : ; kn)(X
+
1
)
(k1)
(X+2)
(k2)
: : : (X+n)
(kn)
;  < ;
where for  2 + we put (X )(k) = (X

 )
k
[k]q !
, k  0, q = qdi if the positive root  is Weyl group
conjugate to the simple root i, C(k1; : : : ; kn) 2 C[q; q 1].
Note that by construction
X+ (mod h) = X 2 g ;
X  (mod h) = X  2 g 
are root vectors of g.
Denote by Uh(n+); Uh(n ) and Uh(h) the C[[h]]{subalgebras of Uh(g) topologically generated by
the X+i , by the X
 
i and by the Hi, respectively. For any  2 + one has X 2 Uh(n).
An explicit expression for R may be written by making use of the q{exponential
expq(x) =
1X
k=0
q
1
2k(k+1)
xk
[k]q!
in terms of which the element R takes the form:
(3.5) R = exp
"
 h
lX
i=1
(Yi 
Hi)
#Y

expq 1
[(1  q2)X+ 
X  ];
where the product is over all the positive roots of g, and the order of the terms is such that the
{term appears to the left of the {term if  >  with respect to the normal ordering of +.
The r{matrix r+ =
1
2h
 1(R  1
 1) (mod h), which is the classical limit of R, coincides with the
classical r{matrix (3.1).
One can calculate the action of the comultiplication on the root vectors Xk in terms of the
universal R{matrix. For instance for h(X
+
k
) one has
(3.6) h(X
+
k
) = eR 1<k(X+k 
 e h_ + 1
X+k) eR<k ;
where eR<k = eRk 1 : : : eR1 ; eRr = expq 1r [(1  q2r )X+r 
X r ]:
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4. Realizations of quantum groups associated to Weyl group elements
Our main objects of study are certain specializations of realizations of quantum groups associated
to Weyl group elements. Let s be an element of the Weyl group W of the pair (g; h), and h0 the
orthogonal complement, with respect to the Killing form, to the subspace of h xed by the natural
action of s on h. Let h0 be the image of h0 in h under the identication h ' h induced by the
canonical bilinear form on g. The restriction of the natural action of s on h to the subspace h0 has
no xed points. Therefore one can dene the Cayley transform 1+s1 sPh0 of the restriction of s to h
0,
where Ph0 is the orthogonal projection operator onto h
0 in h, with respect to the Killing form.
Let Ush(g) be the topological algebra over C[[h]] topologically generated by elements ei; fi;Hi; i =
1; : : : l subject to the relations:
[Hi;Hj ] = 0; [Hi; ej ] = aijej ; [Hi; fj ] =  aijfj ; eifj   qcijfjei = i;j Ki K
 1
i
qi q 1i
;
cij =

1+s
1 sPh0i; j

; Ki = e
dihHi ;
P1 aij
r=0 ( 1)rqrcij

1  aij
r

qi
(ei)
1 aij rej(ei)r = 0; i 6= j;
P1 aij
r=0 ( 1)rqrcij

1  aij
r

qi
(fi)
1 aij rfj(fi)r = 0; i 6= j:
Proposition 4.1. ([27], Theorem 4.1) For every solution nij 2 C; i; j = 1; : : : ; l of equations
(4.1) djnij   dinji = cij
there exists an algebra isomorphism  fng : Ush(g)! Uh(g) dened by the formulas:
 fng(ei) = X
+
i
lY
p=1
Lnipp ;  fng(fi) =
lY
p=1
L nipp X
 
i ;  fng(Hi) = Hi:
The general solution of equation (4.1) is given by
(4.2) nij =
1
2dj
(cij + sij);
where sij = sji.
The algebra Ush(g) is called the realization of the quantum group Uh(g) corresponding to the
element s 2W .
Now we recall the denition of certain normal orderings of root systems associated to Weyl group
elements introduced in [27]. These orderings will play a crucial role in the denition of q-W{algebras.
Let s be an element of the Weyl group W of the pair (g; h). By Theorem C in [5] s can be
represented as a product of two involutions,
(4.3) s = s1s2;
where s1 = s1 : : : sn , s
2 = sn+1 : : : sl0 , the roots in each of the sets 1; : : : ; n and n+1; : : : ; l0
are positive and mutually orthogonal, and the roots 1; : : : ; l0 form a linear basis of h
0.
Proposition 4.2. ([27], Proposition 5.1) Let s 2 W be an element of the Weyl group W of the
pair (g; h),  the root system of the pair (g; h) Then there is a system of positive roots s+ such that
the decomposition s = s1s2 is reduced in the sense that l(s) = l(s2) + l(s1), where l() is the length
function in W with respect to the system of simple roots in s+, and 
s
s = 
s
s2
S
s2(ss1), 
s
s 1 =
ss1
S
s1(ss2) (disjoint unions), 
s
s1;2 = f 2 s+ : s1;2 2  s+g, ss = f 2 s+ : s 2  s+g.
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Here s1; s2 are the involutions entering decomposition (4.3), s1 = s1 : : : sn , s
2 = sn+1 : : : sl0 , the
roots in each of the sets 1; : : : ; n and n+1; : : : ; l0 are positive and mutually orthogonal.
Moreover, there is a normal ordering of the root system s+ of the following form
11 ; : : : ; 
1
t ; 
1
t+1; : : : ; 
1
t+ p n2
; 1; 
1
t+ p n2 +2
; : : : ; 1
t+ p n2 +n1
; 2;
1
t+ p n2 +n1+2
: : : ; 1
t+ p n2 +n2
; 3; : : : ; n; 
1
t+p+1; : : : ; 
1
l(s1); : : : ;(4.4)
21 ; : : : ; 
2
q ; n+1; 
2
q+2; : : : ; 
2
q+m1 ; n+2; 
2
q+m1+2; : : : ; 
2
q+m2 ; n+3; : : : ;
l0 ; 
2
q+ml(s2)+1
; : : : ; 22q+2ml(s2) (l0 n); 
2
2q+2ml(s2) (l0 n)+1; : : : ; 
2
l(s2);
01 ; : : : ; 
0
D0 ;
where
f11 ; : : : ; 1t ; 1t+1; : : : ; 1t+ p n2 ; 1; 
1
t+ p n2 +2
; : : : ; 1
t+ p n2 +n1
; 2;
1
t+ p n2 +n1+2
: : : ; 1
t+ p n2 +n2
; 3; : : : ; n; 
1
t+p+1; : : : ; 
1
l(s1)g = ss1 ;
f1t+1; : : : ; 1t+ p n2 ; 1; 
1
t+ p n2 +2
; : : : ; 1
t+ p n2 +n1
; 2;
1
t+ p n2 +n1+2
: : : ; 1
t+ p n2 +n2
; 3; : : : ; ng = f 2 s+js1() =  g = ss1= 1;
f21 ; : : : ; 2q ; n+1; 2q+2; : : : ; 2q+m1 ; n+2; 2q+m1+2; : : : ; 2q+m2 ; n+3; : : : ;
l0 ; 
2
q+ml(s2)+1
; : : : ; 22q+2ml(s2) (l0 n); 
2
2q+2ml(s2) (l0 n)+1; : : : ; 
2
l(s2)g = ss2 ;
fn+1; 2q+2; : : : ; 2q+m1 ; n+2; 2q+m1+2; : : : ; 2q+m2 ; n+3; : : : ;
l0 ; 
2
q+ml(s2)+1
; : : : ; 22q+2ml(s2) (l0 n)g = f 2 
s
+js2() =  g = ss2= 1;
f01 ; : : : ; 0D0g = f 2 s+js() = g:
The length of the ordered segment m+   in normal ordering (4.4),
m+ = 1; 
1
t+ p n2 +2
; : : : ; 1
t+ p n2 +n1
; 2; 
1
t+ p n2 +n1+2
: : : ; 1
t+ p n2 +n2
;
3; : : : ; n; 
1
t+p+1; : : : ; 
1
l(s1); : : : ; 
2
1 ; : : : ; 
2
q ;(4.5)
n+1; 
2
q+2; : : : ; 
2
q+m1 ; n+2; 
2
q+m1+2; : : : ; 
2
q+m2 ; n+3; : : : ; l0 ;
is equal to
(4.6) D   ( l(s)  l
0
2
+D0);
where D is the number of roots in s+, l(s) is the length of s and D0 is the number of positive roots
xed by the action of s.
Remark 4.1. In case when s = s1 is an involution the last root in the segment m+ is the root
preceding 01 in normal ordering (4.4).
Let
0 = f 2 js() = g;
and   the set of simple roots in s+. We shall need the parabolic subalgebra p of g and the parabolic
subgroup P associated to the subset  0 =  
T
0 of simple roots. Let n and l be the nilradical and
the Levi factor of p, N and L the unipotent radical and the Levi factor of P , respectively.
Note that we have natural inclusions of Lie algebras p  n, and 0 is the root system of the
reductive Lie algebra l. We also denote by n the nilpotent subalgebra opposite to n.
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We shall also need another system of positive roots associated to (the conjugacy class of) the
Weyl group element s. In order to dene it we need to recall the denition of a circular normal
ordering of the root system .
Let 1; 2; : : : ; D be a normal ordering of a positive root system. Then following [17] one can
introduce the corresponding circular normal ordering of the root system  where the roots in  are
located on a circle in the following way
1
2
r r
r r r
D
 1
 2
rrrr
r
-D
QQs
QQk
Fig.2
Let ;  2 . One says that the segment [; ] of the circle is minimal if it does not contain
the opposite roots   and   and the root  follows after  on the circle above, the circle being
oriented clockwise. In that case one also says that  <  in the sense of the circular normal ordering,
(4.7)  <  , the segment [; ] of the circle is minimal:
Later we shall need the following property of minimal segments which is a direct consequence of
Proposition 3.3 in [18].
Lemma 4.3. Let [; ] be a minimal segment in a circular normal ordering of a root system .
Then if +  is a root we have
 < +  < :
Note that any segment in a circular normal ordering of  of length equal to the number of positive
roots is a system of positive roots.
Now consider the circular normal ordering of  corresponding to the system of positive roots s+
and to its normal ordering introduced in Proposition 4.2. The segment which consists of the roots
 satisfying 1   <  1 is a system of positive roots in  as its length is equal to the number of
positive roots and it is closed under addition of roots by Lemma 4.3.
The system of positive roots + introduced this way and equipped with the normal ordering
induced by the circular normal ordering is called the normally ordered system of positive roots
associated to the (conjugacy class of) the Weyl group element s 2W .
The linear subspace of g generated by the root vectors X (X ),  2 m+ is in fact a Lie
subalgebra m+  g (m   g). Note that by denition m+  +, and hence m  b, where b+ is
the Borel subalgebra associated to + and b  is the opposite Borel subalgebra. Also by denition
we have m+  s+, and hence m+  n, m   n.
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Denote by Ush(n) the subalgebra in U
s
h(g) generated by ei (fi); i = 1; : : : ; l. Let U
s
h(h) be the
subalgebra in Ush(g) generated by Hi; i = 1; : : : ; l.
We shall construct analogues of root vectors for Ush(g). It is convenient to introduce an operator
K 2 End h dened by
(4.8) KHi =
lX
j=1
nij
di
Yj :
Proposition 4.4. ([27], Proposition 4.2, Theorem 6.1, Section 10) Let s 2W be an element
of the Weyl group W of the pair (g; h),  the root system of the pair (g; h). Let Ush(g) be the
realization of the quantum group Uh(g) associated to s.
For any solution of equation (4.1) and any normal ordering of the root system + the elements
e =  
 1
fng(X
+
 e
hK_) and f =  
 1
fng(e
 hK_X  );  2 + lie in the subalgebras Ush(n+) and
Ush(n ), respectively.
The elements e ;  2 + satisfy the following commutation relations
(4.9) ee   q(;)+(
1+s
1 sPh0;)ee =
X
<1<:::<n<
C 0(k1; : : : ; kn)ek11 e
k2
2
: : : eknn ;
where  < , and C 0(k1; : : : ; kn) 2 C[q 12d ; q  12d ; 1[2]qi ; : : : ;
1
[r]qi
], where i = 1; : : : ; l, r is the maximal
number ki that appears in the right{hand sides of formulas (3.4) for various  and . Each function
C 0(k1; : : : ; kn) has a zero of order k1 + : : :+ kn   1 at point q = 1.
Let + be the system of positive roots associated to s. Let e 2 Ush(n+),  2 + be the root
vectors constructed with the help of the normal ordering of + associated to s.
Then elements e 2 Ush(n+),  2 m+ generate a subalgebra Ush(m+)  Ush(g) such that
Ush(m+)=hU
s
h(m+) ' U(m+);
where m+ is the Lie subalgebra of g generated by the root vectors X,  2 m+ .
The realizations Ush(g) of the quantum group Uh(g) are connected with quantizations of some non-
standard bialgebra structures on g. At the quantum level changing bialgebra structure corresponds
to the so{called Drinfeld twist (see [27], Section 4).
Equip Ush(g) with the comultiplication s given by
s(Hi) = Hi 
 1 + 1
Hi;
s(ei) = ei 
 ehdi(
2s
1 sPh0 Ph0? )Hi + 1
 ei; s(fi) = fi 
 e hdi
1+s
1 sPh0Hi + ehdiHi 
 fi;
where Ph0? is the orthogonal projection operator onto the orthogonal complement h
0? to h0 in h
with respect to the Killing form, and the antipode Ss(x) given by
Ss(ei) =  eie hdi(
2s
1 sPh0 Ph0? )Hi ; Ss(fi) =  e hdiHifiehdi
1+s
1 sPh0Hi ; Ss(Hi) =  Hi:
Then Ush(g) becomes a quasitriangular topological Hopf algebra with the universal R{matrix Rs,
(4.10)
Rs = exp
h
h( Pli=1(Yi 
Hi) +Pli=1 1+s1 sPh0Hi 
 Yi)iQ
 expq 1
[(1  q2)e 
 eh
1+s
1 sPh0
_
f ];
where Ph0 is the orthogonal projection operator onto h
0 in h with respect to the Killing form.
The element Rs may be also represented in the form
(4.11)
Rs =Q expq 1 [(1  q2)ee h( 1+s1 sPh0 1)_ 
 e h_f ]
exp
h
h( Pli=1(Yi 
Hi) +Pli=1 1+s1 sPh0Hi 
 Yi)i :
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Note that the Hopf algebra Ush(g) is a quantization of the bialgebra structure on g dened by the
cocycle
(4.12) (x) = (adx 
 1 + 1
 adx)2rs+; rs+ 2 g
 g;
where rs+ = r+   12
Pl
i=1
1+s
1 sPh0Hi 
 Yi, and r+ is given by (3.1).
Using formula (3.6) and Proposition 4.3 in [27] one can also easily nd that
(4.13) s(ek) = (
eRs<k) 1(ek 
 eh( 2s1 sPh0 Ph0? )_ + 1
 ek) eRs<k ;
where eRs<k = eRsk 1 : : : eRs1 ; eRsr = expq 1r [(1  q2r )er 
 eh 1+s1 sPh0_fr ];
and
( eRs<k) 1 = ( eRs1) 1 : : : ( eRsk 1) 1; ( eRsr ) 1 = expqr [(1  q 2r )er 
 eh 1+s1 sPh0_fr ]:
We shall actually need not the algebras Ush(g) themselves but some their specializations dened
over certain rings and over the eld of complex numbers. They are similar to the rational form,
the restricted integral form and to its specialization for the standard quantum group Uh(g). The
motivations of the denitions given below will be clear in Section 5. The results below are slight
modications of similar statements for Uh(g), and we refer to [6], Ch. 9 for the proofs.
We start with the observation that by the results of Section 7 in [27] the numbers
(4.14) pij =

1 + s
1  sPh0Yi; Yj

+ (Yi; Yj)
are rational, pij 2 Q. Denote by d the smallest integer number divisible by all the denominators of
the rational numbers pij=2, i; j = 1; : : : ; l.
Let Usq (g) be the C(q
1
2d )-subalgebra of Ush(g) generated by the elements ei; fi; t
1
i = exp( h2dHi); i =
1; : : : ; l.
The dening relations for the algebra Usq (g) are
(4.15)
titj = tjti; tit
 1
i = t
 1
i ti = 1; tiejt
 1
i = q
aij
2d ej ; tifjt
 1
i = q
  aij2d fj ;
eifj   qcijfjei = i;j Ki K
 1
i
qi q 1i
; cij =

1+s
1 sPh0i; j

;
Ki = t
2ddi
i ;
P1 aij
r=0 ( 1)rqrcij

1  aij
r

qi
(ei)
1 aij rej(ei)r = 0; i 6= j;
P1 aij
r=0 ( 1)rqrcij

1  aij
r

qi
(fi)
1 aij rfj(fi)r = 0; i 6= j:
Note that by the choice of d we have qcij 2 C[q 12d ; q  12d ].
The second form of Ush(g) is a subalgebra U
s
A(g) in U
s
q (g) over the ringA = C[q
1
2d ; q 
1
2d ; 1[2]qi
; : : : ; 1[r]qi
],
where i = 1; : : : ; l, r is the maximal number ki that appears in the right{hand sides of formulas
(3.4) for various  and . UsA(g) is the subalgebra in U
s
q (g) generated over A by the elements
t1i ;
Ki K 1i
qi q 1i
; ei; fi; i = 1; : : : ; l.
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The most important for us is the specialization Us" (g) of U
s
A(g), U
s
" (g) = U
s
A(g)=(q
1
2d  " 12d )UsA(g),
" 2 C, [r]"i ! 6= 0, i = 1; : : : ; l. Note that [r]1! 6= 0, and hence one can dene the specialization
Us1 (g).
Usq (g), U
s
A(g) and U
s
" (g) are Hopf algebras with the comultiplication induced from U
s
h(g). If in
addition "2di 6= 1, i = 1; : : : ; l, then Us" (g) is generated over C by t1i ; ei; fi; i = 1; : : : ; l subject
to relations (4.15) where q = ". The algebra UsA(g) has a similar description. The elements ti are
central in the algebra Us1 (g), and the quotient of U
s
1 (g) by the two{sided ideal generated by ti  1 is
isomorphic to U(g). Note that none of the subalgebras of Ush(g) introduced above is quasitriangular.
As usual, one can dene highest weight, Verma and nite{dimensional modules for all forms and
specializations of the quantum group Ush(g) introduced above (see [27], Section 7).
For the solution nij =
1
2dj
cij to equations (4.1) the root vectors e ; f belong to all the above
introduced subalgebras of Uh(g), and one can dene analogues of root vectors for them in a similar
way. From now on we shall assume that the solution to equations (4.1) is xed as above, nij =
1
2dj
cij .
Denote by Usq (n+); U
s
q (n ) and U
s
q (h) the subalgebras of U
s
q (g) generated by the ei, fi and by
the ti, respectively. Then the elements e
r = er11 : : : e
rD
D
; f t = f tDD : : : f
t1
1
and ts = ts11 : : : t
sl
l , for
r = (r1; : : : rD); t = (t1; : : : tD) 2 ND, s = (s1; : : : sl) 2 Zl, form bases of Usq (n+); Usq (n ) and Usq (h),
respectively, and the products ertsf t form a basis of Usq (g) (see [27], Section 7).
We shall also use quantum analogues of Borel subalgebras Usq (b+); U
s
q (b ), U
s
q (b) is the sub-
algebra in Usq (g) generated by U
s
q (n) and by U
s
q (h), U
s
q (b) = U
s
q (n+)U
s
q (h). By specializing the
above constructed basis for q = " we obtain a similar basis and similar subalgebras for Us" (g).
Let UsA(n+); U
s
A(n ) be the subalgebras of U
s
A(g) generated by the ei and by the fi, i = 1; : : : ; l,
respectively. Using the root vectors e and f we can construct a basis of U
s
A(g). Namely, the
elements er, f t for r; t 2 NN form bases of UsA(n+); UsA(n ), respectively.
The elements
Ki; c
r

qi
=
rY
s=1
Kiq
c+1 s
i  K 1i qs 1 ci
qsi   q si
; i = 1; : : : ; l; c 2 Z; r 2 N
belong to UsA(g). Denote by U
s
A(h) the subalgebra of U
s
A(g) generated by those elements and by
t1i , i = 1; : : : ; l. Then multiplication denes an isomorphism of A modules:
UsA(n )
 UsA(h)
 UsA(n+)! UsA(g):
We shall also use the subalgebras UsA(b)  UsA(g) generated by UsA(n) and by UsA(h). A basis
for UsA(h) is a little bit more dicult to describe. We do not need its explicit description (see [6],
Proposition 9.3.3 for details).
Finally we discuss an obvious analogue of the subalgebra Ush(m+)  Ush(g) for UsA(g).
Let UsA(m+)  UsA(g) be the subalgebra generated by elements e 2 UsA(n+),  2 m+ , where
m+   is the ordered segment m+ .
By the results of [27], Section 7 the elements er = er11 : : : e
rD
D
, ri 2 N, i = 1; : : : ; D, and ri can be
strictly positive only if i 2 m+ , form a basis of UsA(m+). Obviously UsA(m+)=(q
1
2d   1)UsA(m+) '
U(m+), where m+ is the Lie subalgebra of g generated by the root vectors X,  2 m+ . By
specializing q to a particular value q = " one can obtain a subalgebra Us" (m+)  Us" (g) with similar
properties.
The algebras Usq (g),U
s
A(g) and U
s
" (g) can be equipped with remarkable ltrations such that the
associated graded algebras are almost commutative (see [7]). For r; t 2 ND dene the height of the
element ur;t;t = e
rtf t, t 2 Usq (h) as follows ht (ur;t;t) =
PD
i=1(ti + ri)ht i 2 N, where ht i is the
height of the root i. Introduce also the degree of ur;t;t by
d(ur;t;t) = (r1; : : : ; rD; tD; : : : ; t1; ht (ur;t;t)) 2 N2D+1:
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Equip N2D+1 with the total lexicographic order and denote by (Usq (g))k the span of elements ur;t;t
with d(ur;t;t)  k in Usq (g). Then Proposition 1.7 in [7] implies that (Usq (g))k is a ltration of
Usq (g) such that the associated graded algebra is the associative algebra over C(q
1
2d ) with generators
e; f,  2 +, t1i , i = 1; : : : l subject to the relations
(4.16)
titj = tjti; tit
 1
i = t
 1
i ti = 1; tiet
 1
i = q
Hi()
2d e; tift
 1
i = q
 Hi()2d fj ;
ef = q
( 1+s1 sPh0;)fe;
ee = q
(;)+( 1+s1 sPh0;)ee;  < ;
ff = q
(;)+( 1+s1 sPh0;)ff;  < :
Such algebras are called semi{commutative. A similar result holds for the algebras Us" (g) and U
s
A(g).
5. Quantized algebras of regular functions on Poisson{Lie groups and q-W
algebras
First we recall some notions concerned with Poisson{Lie groups (see [6], [10], [20], [23]). These
facts will be used for the study of q-W algebras.
Let G be a nite{dimensional Lie group equipped with a Poisson bracket, g its Lie algebra. G is
called a Poisson{Lie group if the multiplication G  G ! G is a Poisson map. A Poisson bracket
satisfying this axiom is degenerate and, in particular, is identically zero at the unit element of the
group. Linearizing this bracket at the unit element denes the structure of a Lie algebra in the space
T eG ' g. The pair (g; g) is called the tangent bialgebra of G.
Lie brackets in g and g satisfy the following compatibility condition:
Let  : g ! g ^ g be the dual of the commutator map [; ] : g ^ g ! g. Then  is a 1-cocycle
on g (with respect to the adjoint action of g on g ^ g).
Let ckij ; f
ab
c be the structure constants of g; g
 with respect to the dual bases feig; feig in g; g.
The compatibility condition means that
csabf
ik
s   ciasfskb + ckasfsib   ckbsfsia + cibsfska = 0:
This condition is symmetric with respect to exchange of c and f . Thus if (g; g) is a Lie bialgebra,
then (g; g) is also a Lie bialgebra.
The following proposition shows that the category of nite{dimensional Lie bialgebras is isomor-
phic to the category of nite{dimensional connected simply connected Poisson{Lie groups.
Proposition 5.1. ([6], Theorem 1.3.2) If G is a connected simply connected nite{dimensional
Lie group, every bialgebra structure on g is the tangent bialgebra of a unique Poisson structure on
G which makes G into a Poisson{Lie group.
Let G be a nite{dimensional Poisson{Lie group, (g; g) the tangent bialgebra of G. The con-
nected simply connected nite{dimensional Poisson{Lie group corresponding to the Lie bialgebra
(g; g) is called the dual Poisson{Lie group and denoted by G.
(g; g) is called a factorizable Lie bialgebra if the following conditions are satised (see [10], [20]):
(1) g is equipped with a non{degenerate invariant scalar product (; ).
We shall always identify g and g by means of this scalar product.
(2) The dual Lie bracket on g ' g is given by
(5.1) [X;Y ] =
1
2
([rX; Y ] + [X; rY ]) ; X; Y 2 g;
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where r 2 End g is a skew symmetric linear operator (classical r-matrix).
(3) r satises the modied classical Yang-Baxter identity:
(5.2) [rX; rY ]  r ([rX; Y ] + [X; rY ]) =   [X;Y ] ; X; Y 2 g:
Dene operators r 2 End g by
r =
1
2
(r  id) :
We shall need some properties of the operators r. Denote by b and n the image and the kernel
of the operator r:
(5.3) b = Im r; n = Ker r:
The classical Yang{Baxter equation implies that r , regarded as a mapping from g into g, is a
Lie algebra homomorphism. Moreover, r+ =  r ; and r+   r  = id:
Put d = g g (direct sum of two copies). The mapping
g ! d : X 7! (X+; X ); X = rX(5.4)
is a Lie algebra embedding. Thus we may identify g with a Lie subalgebra in d.
Naturally, embedding (5.4) extends to a homomorphism
G ! GG; L 7! (L+; L ):
We shall identify G with the corresponding subgroup in GG.
There exists a unique right local Poisson group action
G G! G; ((L+; L ); g) 7! g  (L+; L );
such that if q : G ! G is the map dened by
q(L+; L ) = L L 1+
then
q(g  (L+; L )) = g 1L L 1+ g:
This action is called the dressing action of G on G.
Let g be a nite{dimensional complex simple Lie algebra, h  g its Cartan subalgebra. Let s 2W
be an element of the Weyl group W of the pair (g; h) and + the system of positive roots associated
to s. Observe that cocycle (4.12) equips g with the structure of a factorizable Lie bialgebra, where the
scalar product is given by the Killing form. Using the identication End g = g
g the corresponding
r{matrix may be represented as
rs = P+   P    1 + s
1  sPh0 ;
where P+; P  and Ph0 are the projection operators onto n+; n  and h0 in the direct sum
g = n+ + h
0 + h0? + n ;
where h0? is the orthogonal complement to h0 in h with respect to the Killing form.
Let G be the connected simply connected simple Poisson{Lie group with the tangent Lie bialgebra
(g; g), G the dual group.
Observe that G is an algebraic group (see x104, Theorem 12 in [30]).
Note also that
rs+ = P+  
s
1  sPh0 +
1
2
Ph0? ; r
s
  =  P   
1
1  sPh0  
1
2
Ph0? ;
and hence the subspaces b and n dened by (5.3) coincide with the Borel subalgebras in g and
their nilradicals, respectively. Therefore every element (L+; L ) 2 G may be uniquely written as
(5.5) (L+; L ) = (h+; h )(n+; n );
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where n 2 N, h+ = exp((  s1 sPh0 + 12Ph0?)x); h  = exp((  11 sPh0   12Ph0?)x); x 2 h. In
particular, G is a solvable algebraic subgroup in GG.
For every algebraic variety V we denote by C[V ] the algebra of regular functions on V . Our
main object will be the algebra of regular functions on G, C[G]. This algebra may be explicitly
described as follows. Let V be a nite{dimensional representation of G. Then matrix elements
of V (L) are well{dened functions on G, and C[G] is the subspace in C1(G) generated by
matrix elements of V (L), where V runs through all nite{dimensional representations of G. The
elements L;V = V (L) may be viewed as elements of the space C[G]
 EndV .
Proposition 5.2. ([23], Section 2) C[G] is a Poisson{Hopf subalgebra in the Poisson algebra
C1(G), the comultiplication and the antipode being induced by the multiplication and by taking
inverse in G, respectively.
Now we construct a quantization of the Poisson{Hopf algebra C[G]. For technical reasons we
shall need an extension of the algebra UsA(g) to an algebra U
s
A0(g) = U
s
A(g) 
A A0, where A0 =
C[q 12d ; q  12d ; 1[2]qi ; : : : ;
1
[r]qi
; 1 q
1
2d
1 q2i ]i=1;:::;l. Note that the ratios
1 q 12d
1 q2i have no singularities when
q = 1, and we can dene a localization, A0=(1  q 12d )A0 = C as well as similar localizations for other
generic values of ", A0=(" 12d   q 12d )A0 = C and the corresponding localizations of algebras over A0.
UsA0(g) is naturally a Hopf algebra with the comultiplication and the antipode induced from U
s
A(g).
First, by the results of Section 10 in [27] for any nite{dimensional UsA(g){module V the invertible
elements qL;V given by
qL+;V = (id
 V )Rs21 1 = (id
 V Ss)Rs21; qL ;V = (id
 V )Rs:
are well{dened elements of UsA(g) 
 EndV . If we x a basis in V , qL;V may be regarded as
matrices with matrix elements (qL;V )ij being elements of UsA(g).
We denote by CA0 [G] the Hopf subalgebra in UsA0(g) generated by matrix elements of (qL;V )1,
where V runs through all nite{dimensional representations of UsA(g).
The quotient algebra CA0 [G]=(q
1
2d   1)CA0 [G] is commutative (see e.g. [27], Section 10), and
one can equip it with a Poisson structure given by
(5.6) fx1; x2g = 1
2d
[a1; a2]
q
1
2d   1 (mod (q
1
2d   1));
where a1; a2 2 CA0 [G] reduce to x1; x2 2 CA0 [G]=(q 12d   1)CA0 [G] (mod (q 12d   1)). Obviously,
the the comultiplication and the antipode on CA0 [G] induce a comultiplication and an antipode
on CA0 [G]=(q
1
2d   1)CA0 [G] compatible with the introduced Poisson structure, and the quotient
CA0 [G]=(q
1
2d   1)CA0 [G] becomes a Poisson{Hopf algebra.
Proposition 5.3. ([27], Proposition 10.2) The Poisson{Hopf algebra CA0 [G]=(q
1
2d   1)CA0 [G]
is isomorphic to C[G] as a Poisson{Hopf algebra.
We shall call the map p : CA0 [G]! CA0 [G]=(q 12d   1)CA0 [G] = C[G] the quasiclassical limit.
From the denition of the elements qL;V it follows that CA0 [G] is the subalgebra in UsA0(g)
generated by the elements
Ql
j=1 t
2dpij
j ;
Ql
j=1 t
2dpji
j ; i = 1; : : : l; ~e = (1   q2)e ; ~f = (1  
q2)e
 h_f ;  2 +.
Now using the Hopf algebra CA0 [G] we shall dene quantum versions of W{algebras. From
the denition of the elements qL;V it follows that the matrix elements of qL;V 1 form Hopf
subalgebras CA0 [B]  CA0 [G], and that CA0 [G] contains the subalgebra CA0 [N ] generated by
elements ~e = (1  q2)e ,  2 +.
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Suppose that the positive root system + and its ordering are associated to s. Denote by CA0 [M ]
the subalgebra in CA0 [N ] generated by elements ~e ,  2 m+ .
Let M  G be the subgroups corresponding to the Lie subalgebras m  g.
Note that one can consider n  and m as Lie subalgebras in g via imbeddings
n  ! g  g g; x 7! (0; x);
m+ ! g  g g; x 7! (x; 0);
m  ! g  g g; x 7! (0; x);
Therefore M can be regarded as subgroups of G corresponding to the Lie subalgebras m  g.
By construction CA0 [N ] is a quantization of the algebra of regular functions on the algebraic
subgroup N   G corresponding to the Lie subalgebra n   g, and CA0 [M ] is a quantization of
the algebra of regular functions on the algebraic subgroup M   G in the sense that p(CA0 [N ]) =
C[N ] and p(CA0 [M ]) = C[M ].
The following proposition gives the most important property of the subalgebra CA0 [M ] which
plays the key role in the denition of q-W{algebras.
Proposition 5.4. The dening relations in the subalgebra CA0 [M ] for the generators ~e = (1  
q2)e,  2 m+ are of the form
(5.7) ~e~e   q(;)+(
1+s
1 sPh0;)~e~e =
X
<1<:::<n<
C 00(k1; : : : ; kn)~ek11 ~e
k2
2
: : : ~eknn ;  < ;
where C 00(k1; : : : ; kn) 2 A0 has a zero of order 1, as a function of q, at point q = 1, and for any
li 2 A0, i = 1; : : : ; l0 the map sq : CA0 [M ]! A0,
(5.8) sq(~e) =

0  62 f1; : : : ; l0g
li  = i
;
is a character of CA0 [M ] vanishing on the r.h.s. and on the l.h.s. of relations (5.7).
The proof of the rst part of the previous proposition follows straightforwardly from Proposition
4.4 and the second part is a consequence of Lemma 6.2 in [27]. The proofs of similar statements in
[27], Section 10 can be repeated verbatim in the setting of Proposition 5.4 since the dening relations
of the algebra CA0 [M ] have the same form as the dening relations of a similar algebra introduced
in [27].
Denote by Csq the rank one representation of the algebra CA0 [M ] dened by the character 
s
q.
For any nite{dimensional UsA(g){module V let
qLV = qL ;V qL+;V  1 = (id 
 V )RsRs21. Let
CA0 [G] be the A0{subalgebra in CA0 [G] generated by the matrix entries of qLV , where V runs over
all nite{dimensional representations of UsA(g).
Dene the right adjoint action of UsA0(g) on U
s
A0(g) by the formula
(5.9) Adx(w) = S 1s (x2)wx1;
where we use the abbreviated notation for the coproduct s(x) = x1 
 x2, x 2 UsA0(g), w 2 UsA0(g).
Note that by Lemma 2.2 in [15]
(5.10) Adx(wz) = Adx2(w)Adx1(z):
Observe also that by denition the adjoint action introduced above is dual to a restriction of the
dressing coaction of the quantization of the algebra of regular functions on the Poisson-Lie group G
on the space CA0 [G]. Therefore the subspace CA0 [G]  UsA0(g) is stable under the adjoint action.
The subalgebra CA0 [G]  CA0 [G] is also stable under the dressing coaction (see [23], Section 3),
and hence CA0 [G] is stable under the adjoint action.
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Proposition 5.5. Assume that " 2 C is not a root of unity. Dene the complex associative algebra
C"[G] = CA0 [G]=(q
1
2d  " 12d )CA0 [G]. Then the algebra C"[G] can be identied with the Ad locally
nite part Us" (g)
fin of Us" (g),
Us" (g)
fin = fx 2 Us" (g) : dim(AdUs" (g)(x)) < +1g;
where the adjoint action of the algebra Us" (g) on itself is dened by formula (5.9).
Proof. Indeed, let Vi, i = 1; : : : ; l be the fundamental representations of U
s
A(g) with highest weights
Yi, i = 1; : : : ; l. From formula (4.10) and from the denition of
qLV = (id 
 V )RsRs21 it follows
that the matrix element (id
 vi )RsRs21(id
 vi) of qLVi corresponding to the highest weight vector
vi of Vi and to the lowest weight vector v

i 2 V i of the dual representation V i , normalized in such
a way that vi (vi) = 1, coincides with L
 2
i . This implies that L
 2
i are elements of the algebra
C"[G]  Us" (g) as well. Denote by H  C"[G]  Us" (g) the subalgebra generated by the elements
L 2i 2 C"[G], i = 1; : : : ; l. By Theorem 7.1.6 and Lemma 7.1.16 in [14] Us" (g)fin = AdUs" (g)H.
Since C"[G] is stable under the adjoint action we have an inclusion, Us" (g)fin  C"[G]. On the
other hand from formula (3.26) in [23] it follows that the dressing coaction on C"[G] is locally
conite, and hence the adjoint action of Us" (g) on C"[G] is locally nite. Hence C"[G]  Us" (g)fin,
and C"[G] = Us" (g)fin. 
Denote by Iq the left ideal in CA0 [G] generated by the kernel of sq, and by sq the canonical
projection CA0 [G]! CA0 [G]=Iq. Let QA0 be the image of CA0 [G] under the projection sq .
From formula (4.13) and from the denition of the normal ordering of + associated to s it
follows that s(U
s
A0(m+))  UsA0(m+) 
 UsA0(b+), where UsA0(m+) = UsA(m+) 
A A0, UsA0(b+) =
UsA(b+)
A A0.
Now observe that from Proposition 5.4 it follows that the r.h.s. in formula (5.7) belongs to the
subspace (1  q2)Kersq and hence dividing (5.7) by (1  q2) we obtain
(5.11) e~e   q(;)+(
1+s
1 sPh0;)~ee =
X
<1<:::<n<
C 000(k1; : : : ; kn)~ek11 ~e
k2
2
: : : ~eknn ;
where C 000(k1; : : : ; kn) = C 00(k1; : : : ; kn)=(1  q2) 2 A0.
Therefore we have an inclusion [UsA0(m+);Ker
s
q]  Kersq. Using this inclusion, formula (5.9),
the fact that s(U
s
A0(m+))  UsA0(m+) 
 UsA0(b+) (see formula (4.13)) we deduce that the adjoint
action of UsA0(m+) on CA0 [G] induces an adjoint action on QA0 which we also call the adjoint action
and denote it by Ad.
Let CA0 be the trivial representation of UsA0(m+) given by the counit. Consider the space W sq (G)
of Ad{invariants in QA0 ,
(5.12) W sq (G) = HomUsA0 (m+)(CA0 ; QA0):
Proposition 5.6. W sq (G) is isomorphic to the subspace of all v + Iq 2 QA0 such that mv 2 Iq (or
[m; v] 2 Iq) in CA0 [G] for any m 2 Iq, where v 2 CA0 [G] is any representative of v + Iq 2 QA0 .
Multiplication in CA0 [G] induces a multiplication on the space W sq (G).
Proof. Let1; : : : ; D be the normal ordering of + associated to s. From formulas (4.13) and (5.11)
it follows that for k 2 m+
(5.13) s(ek) = ek 
 eh(
2s
1 sPh0 Ph0? )_k + 1
 ek +
X
i
xi 
 yi; xi 2 U<k ; yi 2 UsA0(b+);
where U<k is the subalgebra (without unit) in U
s
A0(m+) generated by er , r < k. Actually one
can show that yi belong to U>kU
s
A0(h), where U
s
A0(h) = U
s
A(h)
A0 A0 and U>k is the subalgebra
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(without unit) in UsA0(m+) generated by er , r > k (see [11], Lemma 4.3.1). We shall not need
this fact.
Recall that S 1s is the antipode for the comultiplication 
opp
s and hence from the denition of
the antipode, the fact that S 1s (U
s
A0(b+))  UsA0(b+) and inclusion (5.13) we must have
S 1s (ek) + e
 h( 2s1 sPh0 Ph0? )_k ek +
X
i
S 1s (yi)xi = 0; S
 1
s (yi) 2 UsA0(b+):
Therefore
S 1s (ek) =  e h(
2s
1 sPh0 Ph0? )_k ek  
X
i
S 1s (yi)xi:
Now the last formula, formula (5.13) and the denition of the adjoint action of UsA0(m+) on Q
0
A
imply that for any representative v 2 CA0 [G] of any element v + Iq 2 QA0 we have the following
identity in CA0 [G]
(5.14) Adekv =  
1
(1  q2k)
e h(
2s
1 sPh0 Ph0? )_k (~ek   sq(~ek))v   yv + z;
where z 2 Iq, y =
P
i S
 1
s (yi)x
0
i, and x
0
i =
Q
r<k
1
(1 q2r )nr
x00i , x
00
i = ~e
n1
1
: : : ~e
nk 1
k 1   sq(~en11 : : : ~e
nk 1
k 1 )
if xi = e
n1
1
: : : e
nk 1
k 1 .
Let I<k be the intersection of the ideal Iq and of the subalgebra in CA0 [M ] generated by the
unit element and by ~er , r < k. Then x
00
i 2 I<k .
From identity (5.14) it obviously follows that if mv 2 Iq in CA0 [G] for any m 2 Iq then v+ Iq is
invariant with respect to the adjoint action.
Now let v + Iq 2 QA0 , be an element which is invariant with respect to the adjoint action,
Adx(v) = "(x)v + z0; x 2 UsA0(m+); z0 2 Iq:
Since 1 2 m+ is the rst positive root in the normal ordering associated to s we have I<1 = 0,
and (5.14) implies that
z0 = Ade1v =  
1
(1  q21)
e h(
2s
1 sPh0 Ph0? )_1 (~e1   sq(~e1))v + z; z 2 Iq:
We obtain from the last identity that
  1
(1  q21)
e h(
2s
1 sPh0 Ph0? )_1 (~e1   sq(~e1))v 2 Iq
which is obviously possible only in case if 1
(1 q21 )
(~e1   sq(~e1))v 2 Iq, i.e. when
(~e1   sq(~e1))v 2 Iq:
The element ~e1   sq(~e1) generates I<2 . Therefore xv 2 Iq for any x 2 I<2 .
Now we proceed by induction. Assume that
xv 2 Iq
for any x of the form x =
Q
r<k
1
(1 q2r )nr
(~en11 : : : ~e
nk 1
k 1   sq(~en11 : : : ~e
nk 1
k 1 )), nj  0. From (5.14) by
the induction hypothesis we have
Adekv =  
1
(1  q2k)
e h(
2s
1 sPh0 Ph0? )_k (~ek   sq(~ek))v 2 Iq:
Finally an argument similar to that applied in case k = 1 shows that 1
(1 q2k )
(~ek  sq(~ek))v 2 Iq
and (~ek sq(~ek))v 2 Iq. This also shows that xv 2 Iq for any x of the form x =
Q
r<k+1
1
(1 q2r )nr
(~en11 : : : ~e
nk
k
 
sq(~e
n1
1
: : : ~enkk )), nj  0.
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The element ~ek   sq(~ek) and I<k generate I<k+1 . Therefore wv 2 Iq for any w 2 I<k+1 .
This establishes the induction step and proves that
(5.15) (~er   sq(~er ))v 2 Iq
for any  2 m+ . Since as a left ideal Iq is generated by the elements ~er  sq(~er ),  2 m+ (5.15)
proves that mv 2 Iq in CA0 [G] for any m 2 Iq.
Now if v1; v2 2 CA0 [G] are any representatives of elements v1 + Iq; v2 + Iq 2W sq (G) the formula
(v1 + Iq)(v2 + Iq) = v1v2 + Iq
denes a multiplication in W sq (G). 
We call the space W sq (G) equipped with the multiplication dened in the previous proposition
the q-W algebra associated to (the conjugacy class of) the Weyl group element s 2W .
Now consider the Lie algebra LA0 associated to the associative algebra CA0 [M ], i.e. LA0 is the
Lie algebra which is isomorphic to CA0 [M ] as a linear space, and the Lie bracket in LA0 is given
by the usual commutator of elements in CA0 [M ].
Dene an action of the Lie algebra LA0 on the space CA0 [G]=Iq:
(5.16) m  (x+ Iq) = sq ([m;x]):
where x 2 CA0 [G] is any representative of x + Iq 2 CA0 [G]=Iq and m 2 CA0 [M ]. The algebra
W sq (G) can be regarded as the intersection of the space of invariants with respect to action (5.16)
with the subspace QA0  CA0 [G]=Iq.
Note also that since sq is a character of CA0 [M ] the ideal Iq is stable under that action of
CA0 [M ] on CA0 [G] by commutators.
Denote by Csq the rank one representation of the algebra CA0 [M ] dened by the character
sq. Using the description of the algebra W
s
q (G) in terms of action (5.16) and the isomorphism
CA0 [G]=Iq = CA0 [G]
CA0 [M ] Csq one can also dene the algebra W sq (G) as the intersection
W sq (G) = HomCA0 [M ](Csq ;CA0 [G
]
CA0 [M ] Csq ) \QA0 :
Using Frobenius reciprocity we also have
HomCA0 [M ](Csq ;CA0 [G
]
CA0 [M ] Csq ) = EndCA0 [G](CA0 [G]
CA0 [M ] Csq ):
Hence the algebra W sq (G) acts on the space CA0 [G] 
CA0 [M ] Csq from the right by operators
commuting with the natural left CA0 [G]{action on CA0 [G] 
CA0 [M ] Csq . By the denition of
W sq (G) this action preserves QA0 and by the above presented arguments it commutes with the
natural left CA0 [G]{action on QA0 .
Thus QA0 is a CA0 [G]{W sq (G) bimodule equipped also with the adjoint action of UsA0(m+). By
(5.10) the adjoint action satises
(5.17) Adx(yv) = Adx2(y)Adx1(v); x 2 UsA0(m+); y 2 CA0 [G]; v 2 QA0 ;
and s(x) = x1 
 x2.
Denote by v0 the image of the element 1 2 CA0 [G] in the quotient QA0 under the canonical
projection CA0 [G]! QA0 . Obviously v0 is the generating vector for QA0 as a module over CA0 [G].
Using formula (5.17) and recalling that QA0 is a CA0 [G]{W sq (G) bimodule, for x 2 UsA0(m+); y 2
CA0 [G], and for a representative w 2 C"[G] of an element w + Iq 2W sq (G) we have
Adx(wyv0) = Adx(ywv0) = Adx2(y)Adx1(wv0) =
= Adx2(y)"(x1)wv0 = Adx(y)wv0 = wAdx(yv0):
Since QA0 is generated by the vector v0 over CA0 [G] the last relation implies that the action of
W sq (G) on QA0 commutes with the adjoint action.
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We can summarize the results of the above discussion in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.7. The space QA0 is naturally equipped with the structure of a left CA0 [G]{module,
a right UsA0(m+){module via the adjoint action and a right W
s
q (G){module in such a way that the
left CA0 [G]{action and the right UsA0(m+){action commute with the right W sq (G){action and com-
patibility condition (5.17) is satised.
In conclusion we remark that by specializing q to a particular value " 2 C such that [r]"i ! 6= 0, " 6=
0, i = 1; : : : ; l, one can dene a complex associative algebra C"[G] = CA0 [G]=(q
1
2d   " 12d )CA0 [G],
its subalgebra C"[M ] with a nontrivial character s" and the corresponding W{algebra
(5.18) W s" (G) = HomUs" (m+)(C"; Q");
where C" is the trivial representation of the algebra Us" (m+) induced by the counit, Q" = QA0=QA0(q
1
2d 
"
1
2d ).
Obviously, for generic " we have W s" (G) =W
s
q (G)=(q
1
2d   " 12d )W sq (G).
6. Poisson reduction and q-W algebras
In this section we shall analyze the quasiclassical limit of the algebra W sq (G). Using results
of Section 9 in [27] we realize this limit algebra as the algebra of functions on a reduced Poisson
manifold.
Denote by s the character of the Poisson subalgebra C[M ] such that s(p(x)) = sq(x) (mod (q
1
2d 
1)) for every x 2 CA0 [M ].
Note that under the projection p : CA0 [G] ! CA0 [G]=(1   q 12d )CA0 [G] and the canonical
projection UsA0(m+) ! UsA0(m+)=UsA0(m+)(1   q
1
2d ) = U(m+) the right adjoint action of U
s
A0(m+)
on CA0 [G] induces the right innitesimal dressing action of U(m+) on C[G], and the image of
the algebra CA0 [G] under the projection p is a certain subalgebra of C[G] that we denote by
C[G]. By denition we have C[G] ' C[G] as algebras. Let I = p(Iq) be the ideal in C[G]
generated by the kernel of s. Then by the discussion after formula (5.16) the Poisson algebra
W s(G) = W sq (G)=(q
1
2d   1)W sq (G) is the subspace of all x + I 2 Q1, Q1 = QA0=(1   q
1
2d )QA0 
C[G]=I, such that fm;xg 2 I for any m 2 C[M ], and the Poisson bracket inW s(G) takes the form
f(x+I); (y+I)g = fx; yg+I, x+I; y+I 2W s(G). We shall also writeW s(G) = (C[G]=I)C[M ]\Q1,
where the action of the Poisson algebra C[M ] on the space C[G]=I is dened as follows
(6.1) x  (v + I) = s(fx; vg);
v 2 C[G] is any representative of v + I 2 C[G]=I and x 2 C[M ].
We shall describe the space of invariants (C[G]=I)C[M ] with respect to this action by analyzing
\dual geometric objects". First observe that algebra (C[G]=I)C[M ] is a particular example of the
reduced Poisson algebra introduced in Lemma 8.1 in [27].
Indeed, recall that according to (5.5) any element (L+; L ) 2 G may be uniquely written as
(6.2) (L+; L ) = (h+; h )(n+; n );
where n 2 N, h+ = exp((  s1 sPh0 + 12Ph0?)x); h  = exp((  11 sPh0   12Ph0?)x); x 2 h.
Formula (5.5) and decomposition of N  into products of one{dimensional subgroups correspond-
ing to roots also imply that every element L  may be represented in the form
(6.3)
L  = exp
hPl
i=1 bi(  11 sPh0   12Ph0?)Hi
i
Q
 exp[bX  ]; bi; b 2 C;
where the product over roots is taken in the order opposed to the normal ordering associated to s.
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Now dene a map M+ : G
 !M  by
(6.4) M+(L+; L ) = m ;
where for L  given by (6.3) m  is dened as follows
m  =
Y
2m+
exp[bX  ];
and the product over roots is taken in the order opposed to that in the normally ordered segment
m+ .
By denition M+ is a morphism of algebraic varieties. We also note that by denition C[M ] =
f' 2 C[G] : ' = '(m )g. Therefore C[M ] is generated by the pullbacks of regular functions
on M  with respect to the map M+ . Since C[M ] is a Poisson subalgebra in C[G], and regular
functions on M  are dense in C1(M ) on every compact subset, we can equip the manifold M 
with the Poisson structure in such a way that M+ becomes a Poisson mapping.
Let u be the element dened by
(6.5) u =
l0Y
i=1
exp[tiX i ] 2M ; ti = li (mod (q
1
2d   1));
where the product over roots is taken in the order opposed to that in the normally ordered segment
m+ .
Denote by p : CA0 [G] ! CA0 [G]=(q 12d   1)CA0 [G] = C[G] the canonical projection. By
Proposition 5.3 the elements L;V = (p 
 pV )(qL;V ) belong to the space C[G] 
 EndV , where
pV : V ! V = V=(q 12d   1)V is the projection of nite{dimensional UsA(g){module V onto the
corresponding g{module V , and the map
CA0 [G]=(q
1
2d   1)CA0 [G]! C[G]; L;V 7! L;V
is an isomorphism. In particular, from (4.10) it follows that
(6.6)
L ;V = (p
 id)exp
hPl
i=1 hHi 
 V ((  21 sPh0   Ph0?)Yi)
i
Q
 exp[p((1  q2)e)
 V (X )]:
From (6.6) and the denition of s we obtain that s(') = '(u) for every ' 2 C[M ]. s
naturally extends to a character of the Poisson algebra C1(M ).
Now applying Lemma 8.1 in [27] we can dene a reduced Poisson algebra C1( 1M+(u))
C1(M )
as follows (see also Remark 8.4 in [27]). Denote by Iu the ideal in C
1(G) generated by elements
M+ ;  2 C1(M );  (u) = 0. Let Pu : C1(G)! C1(G)=Iu = C1( 1M+(u)) be the canonical
projection. Dene the action of C1(M ) on C1( 1M+(u)) by
(6.7)   ' = Pu(fM+ ; ~'g);
where  2 C1(M ); ' 2 C1( 1M+(u)) and ~' 2 C1(G) is a representative of ' such that
Pu ~' = '. The reduced Poisson algebra C
1( 1M+(u))
C1(M ) is the algebra of C1(M ){invariants
in C1( 1M+(u)) with respect to action (6.7). The reduced Poisson algebra is naturally equipped
with a Poisson structure induced from C1(G).
Lemma 6.1.  1M+(u) is a subvariety in G
. Let q( 1M+(u)) be the closure of q(
 1
M+
(u)) in G with
respect to Zariski topology. Then the algebra W s(G) is isomorphic to the algebra of regular functions
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on q( 1M+(u)) pullbacks of which under the map q are invariant with respect to the action (6.7) of
C1(M ) on C1( 1M+(u)), i.e.
W s(G) = C[q( 1M+(u))] \ C1( 1M+(u))C
1(M );
where C[q( 1M+(u))] is regarded as a subalgebra in C
1( 1M+(u)) using the map q
 : C1(q( 1M+(u)))!
C1( 1M+(u)) and the imbedding C[q(
 1
M+
(u))]  C1(q( 1M+(u))).
Proof. By denition  1M+(u) is a subvariety in G
. Next observe that I = C[G] \ Iu. Therefore by
the denition of the algebra C[G] and of the map M+ the quotient C[G]=I is identied with the
algebra of regular functions on  1M+(u).
Since C[M ] is dense in C1(M ) on every compact subset in M  we have:
C1( 1M+(u))
C1(M ) = C1( 1M+(u))C[M ]:
Finally observe that action (6.7) coincides with action (6.1) when restricted to regular functions,
and that the image of the map q : G ! G is open in G; its closure coincides with G. Therefore
by denition Q1 = C[q( 1M+(u))]. Since Q1  C[G]=I we have W s(G) = (C[G]=I)C[M ] \ Q1 =
C1( 1M+(u))
C[M ] \Q1 = C1( 1M+(u))C
1(M ) \ C[q( 1M+(u))]. 
We shall realize the algebra C1( 1M+(u))
C1(M ) as the algebra of functions on a reduced Poisson
manifold. In this construction we use the dressing action of the Poisson{Lie group G on G (see e.g.
Proposition 8.2 in [27]).
Consider the restriction of the dressing action G  G ! G to the subgroup M+  G. Let
G=M+ be the quotient of G with respect to the dressing action of M+,  : G ! G=M+ the
canonical projection. Note that the space G=M+ is not a smooth manifold. However, we will see
that the subspace ( 1M+(u))  G=M+ is a smooth manifold.
We claim that  1M+(u) is locally stable under the (locally dened) dressing action of M+. Indeed,
letM?+ be the subgroup of G generated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to the roots
from the segment  (+ nm+) and by the maximal torus H, M?+ : G !M?+ the map dened by
M?+ (L+; L ) = m
c
 ;
where for L  given by (6.3) mc  is dened as follows
mc  = exp
"
lX
i=1
bi(  1
1  sPh0  
1
2
Ph0?)Hi
# Y
2+nm+
exp[bX  ];
and the product over roots is taken in the order opposed to that in the normally ordered segment
m+ .
Let X 2 m+ and bX be the corresponding vector eld on G generated by the dressing action, '
the Hamiltonian vector eld of ' 2 C1(G). Using the arguments in the proof of Proposition 11.2
in [27], which can be applied verbatim in our situation, one deduces that Proposition 9.4 in [27] is
applicable to the dressing action of M+ on G
, and by Remark 9.6 to Proposition 9.4 in [27] and
formula (8.4) in [27] the action of the vector eld bX on ' is given by
(6.8) L bX' =  (Ad(M?+ )(M ); X)(M+('));
where M  is the universal right invariant Cartan form on M .
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Note that by Remark 9.5 to Proposition 9.4 in [27] the algebra C1(( 1M+(u))) is isomorphic to
C1( 1M+(u))
C1(M ).
In order to show that  1M+(u) is locally stable under the (locally dened) dressing action of M+
we have to verify that for any function ' 2 Iu one has L bX'(x) = 0, x 2  1M+(u). By the denition
of the ideal Iu it suces to verify this property for functions of the form 

M+
 ,  2 C1(M ),
 (u) = 0. We shall actually show that M+('(x)) = 0, x 2  1M+(u).
Let  2 C1(M ) be an arbitrary function. Then
M+(M+ (x)) = 

M+
 

M+(x) = fM+ ; M+g(x) = f ; g(M+(x)) = f ; g(u) = 0;
where the last two implications follow from the fact that M+ is a Poisson map and s is a character
of the Poisson algebra C1(M ).
Observe that using the map q : G ! G, q(L+; L ) = L L 1+ one can reduce the study of
the dressing action to the study of the action of G on itself by conjugations. This simplies many
geometric problems. Consider the restriction of this action to the subgroup M+. Denote by q :
G! G=M+ the canonical projection onto the quotient with respect to this action.
Next, similarly to [27], we explicitly describe the reduced space q(q(
 1
M+
(u))) and the algebra
W s(G).
First we describe the image of the \level surface"  1M+(u) under the map q. Let X(t) =
exp(tX) 2 G, t 2 C be the one{parametric subgroup in the algebraic group G corresponding to root
 2 . Recall that for any  2 + and any t 6= 0 the element s(t) = X (t)X( t 1)X (t) 2 G
is a representative for the reection s corresponding to the root . Denote by s
 1 2 G the following
representative of the Weyl group element s 1 2W ,
(6.9) s 1 = sl0 (tl0) : : : s1(t1);
where the numbers ti are dened in (6.5), and we assume that ti 6= 0 for any i.
We shall also use the following representatives for s1 and s2
s1 = sn(tn) : : : s1(t1); s
2 = sl0 (tl0) : : : sn+1(tn+1):
To shorten the notation we shall simply write si for si(ti).
Let Z be the subgroup of G generated by the semisimple part of the Levi subgroup L and by the
centralizer of s in H. Denote by N the subgroup of G corresponding to the Lie subalgebra n and by
N the unipotent subgroup in G with the Lie algebra n.
The following Proposition is a modication of Proposition 7.2 in [28].
Proposition 6.2. Let q : G ! G be the map dened by
q(L+; L ) = L L 1+ :
Suppose that the numbers ti dened in (6.5) are not equal to zero for all i. Then q(
 1
M+
(u)) is a
subvariety in Ns 1ZN and the closure q( 1M+(u)) of q(
 1
M+
(u)) with respect to Zariski topology is
also contained in Ns 1ZN .
Proof. Using denition (6.4) of the map M+ we can describe the space 
 1
M+
(u) as follows:
(6.10)  1M+(u) = f(h+n+; h yu)jn+ 2 N+; h = er
s
x; x 2 h; y 2M c g;
where M c  is the subgroup of G generated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to the
roots from the segment  (+ nm+). Therefore
(6.11) q( 1M+(u)) = fh yun 1+ h 1+ jn+ 2 N+; h = er
s
x; x 2 h; y 2M c g:
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First we show that yun 1+ belongs to Ns
 1ZN . Fix the circular normal ordering on  corre-
sponding to the normal ordering of + associated to s.
Since the roots 1; : : : ; n are mutually orthogonal the adjoint action of si(ti), i = 1; : : : ; n on each
of the root subspaces gj , j = 1; : : : ; n; j 6= i is given by multiplication by a non{zero constant. There-
fore there are non{zero constants c1; : : : ; cn such that sk 1 : : : s1Xk(ck) = Xk( t 1k )sk 1 : : : s1 ,
k = 2; : : : ; n, and we dene c1 =  t 11 .
Obviously we have
X n(tn) : : : X 1(t1) = X n(tn) : : : X 1(t1)X1(c1) : : : Xn(cn)Xn( cn) : : : X1( c1) =
= X n(tn) : : : X 1(t1)X1(c1) : : : Xn(cn)n1; n1 = Xn( cn) : : : X1( c1) 2 eN1;
where eN1 is the subgroup of N+ generated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to the
roots in + on which s
1 acts by multiplication by  1.
Using the relation X 1(t1)X1( t 11 ) = s1X 1( t1) one can rewrite the last identity as follows
(6.12) X n(tn) : : : X 1(t1) = X n(tn) : : : X 2(t2)s1X 1( t1)X2(c2) : : : Xn(cn)n1:
Now we can write
X 1( t1)X2(c2) : : : Xn(cn) = X2(c2) : : : Xn(cn)Xn( cn) : : : X2( c2)X 1( t1)X2(c2) : : : Xn(cn):
The productXn( cn) : : : X2( c2)X 1( t1)X2(c2) : : : Xn(cn) belongs to the subgroup of G gen-
erated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to roots from the set 1 = f 2  : 2 
   1; s1 =  g. By Lemma 4.3 the minimal segment f 2  : 2     1g is closed
under addition of roots and the set of roots on which s1 acts by multiplication by  1 is obvi-
ously closed under addition of roots. Hence 1 is closed under addition of roots. Assume for a
moment that the order of roots in 1 is opposite to the order induced by the circular normal or-
dering of . Using Lemma 4.3 and the fact that 1 is closed under addition of roots the element
Xn( cn) : : : X2( c2)X 1( t1)X2(c2) : : : Xn(cn) can be represented as a product of elements
from one{parametric subgroups corresponding to roots from 1 ordered in the way described above.
Since the intersection of 1 with   is 1  = f 2   :    1g and the intersection of 1 with
+ is contained in the set of positive roots on which s
1 acts by multiuplication by  1, this yields
Xn( cn) : : : X2( c2)X 1( t1)X2(c2) : : : Xn(cn) = x1n02;
n02 2 eN1; x1 2 M1, and M1 is the subgroup of G generated by the one{parametric subgroups
corresponding to roots from 1 .
Substituting the last relation into (6.12) and using the denition of c2 and the orthogonality of
roots 1 and 2 we obtain
X n(tn) : : : X 1(t1) = X n(tn) : : : X 2(t2)X2( t 12 )s1X3(c3) : : : Xn(cn)x1n2;
where n2 = n
0
2n1 2 eN1.
Now we can use the relation X 2(t2)X2( t 12 ) = s2X 2( t2), the orthogonality of roots 1
and 2, and apply similar arguments to get
(6.13)
X n(tn) : : : X 1(t1) = X n(tn) : : : X 3(t3)s2s1X 2(a2)X3(c3)X4(c4) : : : Xn(cn)x1n2; a2 6= 0:
Now we can write
X 2(a2)X3(c3) : : : Xn(cn) = X3(c3) : : : Xn(cn)Xn( cn) : : : X3( c3)X 2(a2)X3(c3) : : : Xn(cn):
The product Xn( cn) : : : X3( c3)X 2(a2)X3(c3) : : : Xn(cn) belongs to the subgroup of G gen-
erated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to roots from the set 2 = f 2  : 3 
   2; s1 =  g. By Lemma 4.3 the minimal segment f 2  : 3     2g is closed
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under addition of roots and the set of roots on which s1 acts by multiplication by  1 is obvi-
ously closed under addition of roots. Hence 2 is closed under addition of roots. Assume for a
moment that the order of roots in 2 is opposite to the order induced by the circular normal or-
dering of . Using Lemma 4.3 and the fact that 2 is closed under addition of roots the element
Xn( cn) : : : X3( c3)X 2(a2)X3(c3) : : : Xn(cn) can be represented as a product of elements from
one{parametric subgroups corresponding to roots from 2 ordered in the way described above. Since
the intersection of 2 with   is 2  = f 2   :    2g and the intersection 2+ of 2 with
+ consists of positive roots  on which s
1 acts by multiuplication by  1 and such that 3  ,
this yields
(6.14) Xn( cn) : : : X3( c3)X 2(a2)X3(c3) : : : Xn(cn) = x02n03;
n03 2 eN 02; x02 2M2, eN 02 is the subgroup of G generated by the one{parametric subgroups correspond-
ing to roots from 2+, and M
2 is the subgroup of G generated by the one{parametric subgroups
corresponding to roots from 2 .
Substituting the last relation into (6.13) and using the denition of c3 and the orthogonality of
roots 1, 2 and 3 we obtain
(6.15)
X n(tn) : : : X 1(t1) = X n(tn) : : : X 3(t3)X3( t 13 )s2s1X4(c4) : : : Xn(cn)x02n03x1n2:
The product x02n
0
3x1 belongs to the subgroup of G generated by the one{parametric subgroups
corresponding to roots from the set 2 as M1  M2. Therefore using arguments applied above to
abtain (6.14) we get x02n
0
3x1 = x2n
00
3 , x2 2M2, n003 2 eN 02, and (6.15) takes the form
X n(tn) : : : X 1(t1) = X n(tn) : : : X 3(t3)X3( t 13 )s2s1X4(c4) : : : Xn(cn)x2n3; n3 = n003n2 2 eN1:
We can proceed in a similar way to obtain the following representation
(6.16) X n(tn) : : : X 1(t1) = sn : : : s1exn; n 2 eN1; ex 2Mn;
where Mn is the subgroup of G generated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to roots
from n  = f 2   :    ng = f 2  :  1     ng. Note that s1 acts by multiplication
by  1 on these roots, and hence sn : : : s1Mns 11 : : : s 1n = eN1TN = N 01. We can also factorizeeN1 = ( eN1TN)N 01. Let n = nn be the corresponding factorization of n. Now (6.16) can be rewritten
in the following form
(6.17) X n(tn) : : : X 1(t1) = s
1exn(s1) 1sn : : : s1 n = n0s1n; n 2 N 01; n0 = s1exn(s1) 1 2 N1;
and N1 is the subgroup of N generated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to the roots
in s+ on which s
1 acts by multiplication by  1.
Similarly one has
(6.18) X l0 (tl0) : : : X n+1(tn+1) = n
000sl0 : : : sn+1n
00 = n000s2n00; n00 2 N2; n000 2 N 02;
where N2 is the subgroup of N generated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to the
positive roots on which s2 acts by multiplication by  1, and N 02 is the subgroup of N2 generated by
the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to the positive roots  such that n+1    l0 .
Observe now that the segment which consists of roots  2  such that  l0 <   l0 is
minimal. Using this fact, Lemma 4.3 and commutation relations between one{parametric subgroups
corresponding to roots one can factorize the product yn000 as follows
(6.19) yn000 = ~ny2z0; ~n 2 N; y2 2 K2; z0 2 Z
\
N ;
where K2  N is the subgroup of G generated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to
roots from the segment f 2  ss2 :  l0 < g.
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Similarly,
(6.20) nn 1+ = y1nz
00; n 2 N; y1 2 K1; z00 2 Z
\
N+;
where K1  N is the subgroup of G generated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to
roots from the segment f 2  ss1 :  <  1g.
Combining (6.17), (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20), using the denition of the circular normal ordering of
the root system  associated to s, Lemma 4.3, the inclusions s1K1(s
1) 1; (s2) 1K2s2  N , the fact
that Z normalizes N , s 1Zs  Z, and commutation relations between one{parametric subgroups
corresponding to roots we obtain
(6.21) yun 1+ = yn
000s2n00n0s1nn 1+ = ~ns
2gs1k; g; ~n 2 N; k 2 ZN:
Let M1;2+ be the subgroups of G generated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to
the roots from the segments ss1 and 
s
s2 , respectively, M
0
+ the subgroup of G generated by the
one{parametric subgroups corresponding to the roots from the segment s+ n (ss1
S
ss2
S
0).
Recalling the properties of normal ordering (4.4), we have s2M1+(s
2) 1  N , (s1) 1M2+s1  N ,
s2M 0+(s
2) 1  N . By the denition of the subgroups M1;2+ and M 0+ every element g 2 N has a
unique factorization g = g1g0g2, where g1;2 2 M1;2+ , and g0 2 M 0+. Applying this factorization to
the element g in (6.21) we derive from (6.21) that
(6.22) yun 1+ = ~ns
2g1g0g2s
1k = ~ns2g1g0(s
2) 1s 1(s1) 1g2s1k = bns 1k0; bn 2 N; k0 2 ZN
as Z normalizes N . Hence yun 1+ 2 Ns 1ZN .
Observe also that one can reduce the expression in the right hand side of the last formula to
a canonical form by factorizing bn as bn = nsn0s, where ns 2 Ns = fv 2 N jsvs 1 2 Ng  N and
n0s 2 N 0s = fv 2 N jsvs 1 2 Ng. Substituting this factorization into (6.22) we arrive at
(6.23) yun 1+ = nssk
00; ns 2 Ns; k00 2 ZN:
Let H 0  H be the subgroup corresponding to the Lie subalgebra h0  h, and H0  H the
subgroup corresponding to the orthogonal complement h0 of h
0 in h with respect to the Killing form.
Note that h0 is the space of xed points for the action of s on h. We obviously have H = H
0H0.
From the denition of rs it follows that for any h0 2 H0 and h0 2 H 0 elements h+ = h0s(h0) and
h  = h 10 h
0 are of the form h = er
s
x for some x 2 h and all elements h = ersx; x 2 h are obtained
in this way.
Next observe that the space Ns 1ZN is invariant with respect to the following action of H:
(6.24) h  L = h Lh 1+ ; h = h+ = h0s(h0); h  = h 10 h0:
Indeed, let L = vs 1zw; v; w 2 N; z 2 Z be an element of Ns 1ZN . Then
(6.25) h  L = h vh 1  h s 1h 1+ h+zwh 1+ = h vh 1  s 1h 20 h+zwh 1+
since s 1h+s = h0h0. The r.h.s. of the last equality belongs to Ns 1ZN because H normalizes N
and Z.
Comparing action (6.24) with (6.11) and recalling that yun 1+ 2 Ns 1ZN we deduce q( 1M+(u)) 
Ns 1ZN .
The variety q( 1M+(u)) is not closed in G. But following Corollary 2.5 and Proposition 2.10 in
[12] we shall show that Ns 1ZN is closed in G.
Observe that an element g 2 G belongs to Ns 1ZN = Nss 1ZN if and only if sg 2 sNss 1ZN .
The variety sNss
 1ZN is a subvariety of NZN . First we prove that NZN is closed in G.
Let hR  h be the real span of simple coroots in h, h0R = h0
T
hR, h0R = h0
T
hR. h0R and h0R are
annihilators of each other with respect to the restriction of the Killing form to hR.
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According to the denition of the system of positive roots s+ (see [27], Section 5) there is an
element h0 2 h0R such that a root  2  n0 belongs to s+ i (h0; ) > 0. Let 1; : : : ; p be simple
roots which do not belong to 0, !1; : : : ; !p the corresponding fundamental weights. h
0
R is a linear
subspace in the real linear span  of !1; : : : ; !p as  is the annihilator of the subspace of hR spanned
by the roots from 0 which is contained in h0R. The subset + of  which consists of x satisfying
the condition (x; ) > 0,  2 s+ n0 is open in  and by denition h0 2 +
T
h0R. Therefore the
intersection +
T
h0R is not empty and open in h
0
R.
The roots 1; : : : ; l0 form a linear basis of h
0
R. They also span a Z{sublattice Q0 in the Z{lattice
generated by !1; : : : ; !p as every root is a linear combination of fundamental weights with integer
coecients and 1; : : : ; l0 form a linear basis of h
0
R  . Linear combinations of elements of Q0 with
rational coecients are dense in h0R, and, in particular, in the open set +
T
h0R. Since the subset
+ of  consists of x satisfying the condition (x; ) > 0,  2 s+ n0 there is a linear basis of h0R
which consists linear combinations of !1; : : : ; !p with positive rational coecients. Multiplying the
elements of this basis by appropriate positive integer numbers we obtain a linear basis 
i, i = 1; : : : ; l
0
of h0R which consists of integral dominant weights of the form 
i =
Pp
j=1 gij!j , gij 2 Z; gij > 0.
Thus an element x 2 h belongs to h0 i (
i; x) = 0, i = 1; : : : ; l0.
Let Bs be the opposite Borel subgroups ofG corresponding to the system 
s
+ of positive roots, N
s

their unipotent radicals. Let V
i , i = 1; : : : ; l
0 be the irreducible nite{dimensional representation of
g with highest weight 
i with respect to the system 
s
+ of positive roots. Denote by v
i a nonzero
highest weight vector in V
i and by < ;  > the contravariant bilinear form on V
i normalized
in such a way that < v
i ; v
i >= 1. The matrix element < v
i ;  v
i > can be regarded as a
regular function on G whose restriction to the big dense cell Ns HN
s
+ is given by the character 
i
of H, < v
i ; n hn+v
i >=< v
i ; hv
i >= 
i(h), n  2 Ns ; h 2 H;n+ 2 Ns+. Each fundamental
weight !i can be regarded as a regular function < v!j ;  v!j > on G dened as above with V
i
replaced by the irreducible nite{dimensional representation V!i with highest weight !i. By the
denition of 
i the function < v
i ;  v
i > can be expressed as a product of functions < v!j ;  v!j >,
< v
i ; gv
i >=
Qp
j=1 < v!j ; gv!j >
gij , g 2 G.
Consider the closed subvariety in G dened by the equations < v
i ; gv
i >= 1, i = 1; : : : ; l
0,
g 2 G. According to the Bruhat decomposition every element g 2 G belongs to g 2 Bs wBs+ for
some w 2 W . In this case g can be written in the form g = n whn+ for some n 2 Ns, h 2 H.
Now < v
i ; gv
i >= 
i(h) < v
i ; wv
i >= 
i(h)
Qp
j=1 < v!j ; wv!j >
gij . As dierent weight
spaces of V!j are orthogonal with respect to the contravariant form, the right hand side of the last
identity is not zero for all i = 1; : : : ; l0 i w xes all weights !i, i = 1; : : : ; p, i.e. i w belongs to
the Weyl group of the root subsystem 0. Since 0 is the root system of the Levi factor L = ZH
0,
and < v!i ; v!i >= 1, one has < v
i ; wv
i > 6= 0, i = 1; : : : ; l0 i g 2 NZH 0N , and in that case
< v
i ; gv
i >= 
i(h), where g = n whn+ for some n 2 Ns, h 2 H, and w is an element of the
Weyl group of the root subsystem 0.
As we observed above an element x 2 h belongs to h0 i (
i; x) = 0, i = 1; : : : ; l0. Therefore
the conditions < v
i ; gv
i >= 
i(h) = 1, i = 1; : : : ; l
0 are equivalent to the fact that h belongs
to a subgroup H 00 of H with Lie algebra h0. Hence the equations < v
i ; gv
i >= 1, i = 1; : : : ; l
0
hold i g 2 NZ 0N , where Z 0  L is a subgroup of L with the same Lie algebra as Z. Thus the
variety NZ 0N is closed in G. Its closed connected component containing the identity element of G
is obviously NZN , where Z is the identity component of Z. Thus the variety NZN is closed in
G, and hence NZN is also closed in G as the quotient Z=Z is a nite group, Z normalizes N and
NZN is obtained from NZN by right multiplication by representatives in Z of the elements of the
nite group Z=Z
The variety sNss
 1ZN is a closed subvariety of NZN as sNss 1 is the closed algebraic subgroup
in N generated by the one{parametric subgroups corresponding to the roots from the set f 2
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 s+ : s 1() 2 s+g. So nally sNss 1ZN is closed in G, and hence Ns 1ZN = Nss 1ZN is also
closed. Therefore the closure q( 1M+(u)) is contained in Ns
 1ZN . This completes the proof.

Proposition 6.3. ([26], Propositions 2.1 and 2.2) Let Ns 1 = fv 2 N js 1vs 2 Ng. Then the
conjugation map
(6.26) N  s 1ZNs 1 ! Ns 1ZN
is an isomorphism of varieties. Moreover, the variety s 1ZNs 1 is a transversal slice to the set of
conjugacy classes in G.
Theorem 6.4. Suppose that the numbers ti dened in (6.5) are not equal to zero for all i. Then
q( 1M+(u)) is invariant under conjugations by elements of M+, the conjugation action of M+ on
q( 1M+(u)) is free, the quotient q(q(
 1
M+
(u))) is a smooth variety isomorphic to s 1ZNs 1 , q(
 1
M+
(u)) '
M+  q(q( 1M+(u))) ' M+  s 1ZNs 1 , and the algebra C[q( 1M+(u))] is isomorphic to C[M+] 

C[s 1ZNs 1 ].
The Poisson algebraW s(G) is isomorphic to the Poisson algebra of regular functions on q(q(
 1
M+
(u))),
W s(G) = C[q(q( 1M+(u)))] = C[s
 1ZNs 1 ]. Thus the algebra W sq (G) is a noncommutative defor-
mation of the algebra of regular functions on the transversal slice s 1ZNs 1 .
Proof. As we observed above  1M+(u) is locally stable under the (locally dened) dressing action
of M+, and hence q(
 1
M+
(u))  Ns 1ZN is (locally) stable under the action of M+  N on
Ns 1ZN by conjugations. Since the conjugation action of N on Ns 1ZN is free the (locally
dened) conjugation action of M+ on q(
 1
M+
(u)) is (locally) free as well.
Now observe that by Proposition 6.2 q( 1M+(u))  Ns 1ZN . Since the conjugation action of N
on Ns 1ZN is free and regular, and q( 1M+(u)) is closed, the induced action of M+ on q(
 1
M+
(u))
is globally dened and is free as well. Therefore the quotient q(q(
 1
M+
(u))) is a smooth variety.
Now we show that the closure of q( 1M+(u)) contains the variety Ks
 1ZK 0, where K  N
is the subgroup generated by one{parametric subgroups corresponding to roots from the segment
f 2 s+ :  < 1g, K 0  N is the subgroup generated by one{parametric subgroups corresponding
to roots from the segment s+ n (f 2 s+ :  < 1g
S
0).
Observe that the proof of presentation (6.22), formula (6.24) and the deniton of the variety
q( 1M+(u)) imply that it contains elements of the form bns 1k0 for some bn 2 N and arbitrary k0 2
Z H0Z+K 0, Z  = Z
T
N , Z+ = Z
T
N+. This also follows from the fact that q(
 1
M+
(u)) is closed
with respect to the right multiplication by arbitrary elements from Z+K
0 and with respect to the
left multiplication by arbitrary elements from Z , as Z+K 0  N+, Z   M c , and q( 1M+(u)) is
closed with respect to the right multiplication by arbitrary elements from N+ and with respect to
the left multiplication by arbitrary elements from M c , and q(
 1
M+
(u)) is also closed with respect to
the restriction of action (6.24) to H0.
Fix a regular element x 2 h from the Weyl chamber corresponding to s+. Then the C{action
on N induced by conjugations by the elements from the one{parametric subgroup h(t) generated by
x is contracting. Applying the action (6.24) with h = s(h(t)) to the elements bns 1k0 with arbitrary
k0 2 Z H0Z+K 0 we immediately deduce, with the help of (6.25), that the N{component bn can be
contracted to the identity element using the above dened contracting action, and the closure of
q( 1M+(u)) contains the variety s
 1ZK 0 as the closure of Z H0Z+ is Z.
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By denition the variety q( 1M+(u)) is closed with respect to the left multiplication by arbitrary
elements from K. Therefore Ks 1ZK 0  q( 1M+(u)).
Now observe that there is a factorization Ns 1 = (Ns 1
T
K 0)K induced by the factorization N =
K 0K as by Proposition 4.2 ss 1 = 
s
s1
S
s1(ss2) (disjoint union), and hence K  Ns 1 . Therefore
s 1ZNs 1 = s 1Z(Ns 1
T
K 0)K, and every element of s 1ZNs 1 can be uniquely conjugated by
an element of K to the variety
Ks 1Z(Ns 1
\
K 0)  Ks 1ZK 0  q( 1M+(u)):
This implies that Ks 1Z(Ns 1
T
K 0) ' s 1ZNs 1 , and by Theorem 6.3 the conjugation map
(6.27) N Ks 1Z(Ns 1
\
K 0)! Ns 1ZN
is an isomorphism of varieties.
Thus N acts freely on Ns 1ZN and Ks 1Z(Ns 1
T
K 0) is a cross{section for this action. Hence
M+  N freely acts on q( 1M+(u))  Ns 1ZN and any two points of Ks 1Z(Ns 1
T
K 0) are
not M+{conjugate as we have an inclusion, Ks
 1Z(Ns 1
T
K 0)  q( 1M+(u)), and two points of
q( 1M+(u)) can not be M+-conjugate if they are not N{conjugate in Ns
 1ZN .
Therefore the closed variety q(q(
 1
M+
(u))) must contain the closed variety Ks 1Z(Ns 1
T
K 0).
From formula (4.6) for the cardinality ]m+ of the set m+ and from the denition of q(
 1
M+
(u))
we deduce that the dimension of the quotient q(q(
 1
M+
(u))) is equal to the dimension of the variety
Ks 1Z(Ns 1
T
K 0) ' s 1ZNs 1 ,
dim q(q(
 1
M+
(u))) = dim G  2dim M+ = 2D + l   2]m+ = 2D + l  
 2(D   l(s)  l
0
2
 D0) = l(s) + 2D0 + l   l0 = dim Ns + dim Z = dim s 1ZNs 1 :
Therefore q(q(
 1
M+
(u))) ' s 1ZNs 1 , and Ks 1Z(Ns 1
T
K 0) is a cross{section for the action of
M+ on q(
 1
M+
(u)), i.e. the conjugation map
M+ Ks 1Z(Ns 1
\
K 0)! q( 1M+(u))
is an isomorphism of varieties as it is a bijective morphism of varieties, and the inverse map is a
restriction of the inverse to isomorphism (6.27) of algebraic varieties.
As Ks 1Z(Ns 1
T
K 0) ' s 1ZNs 1 is an isomorphism of varieties, the algebra C[q( 1M+(u))] is
isomorphic to C[M+]
 C[s 1ZNs 1 ], C[q( 1M+(u))] = C[M+]
 C[s 1ZNs 1 ].
Now observe that by Remark 9.5 in [27] the map
C1(q( 1M+(u)))! C1( 1M+(u))C
1(M );  7!  
is an isomorphism. By construction the map q : q(
 1
M+
(u)) ! qq( 1M+(u)) is a morphism of
varieties. Therefore the map
C[qq( 1M+(u))]! C[q( 1M+(u))] \ C1( 1M+(u))C
1(M );  7! q 
is an isomorphism, where C[q( 1M+(u))] is regarded as a subalgebra in C
1( 1M+(u)) using the map
q : C1(q( 1M+(u)))! C1( 1M+(u)) and the imbedding C[q( 1M+(u))]  C1(q( 1M+(u))).
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Finally observe that by Lemma 6.1 the algebra C[q( 1M+(u))]\C1( 1M+(u))C
1(M ) is isomorphic
to W s(G), and hence W s(G) = C[qq( 1M+(u))] ' C[s 1ZNs 1 ]. This completes the proof.

In conclusion we discuss a simple property of the algebra W s" (G) which allows to construct non-
commutative deformations of coordinate rings of singularities arising in the bers of the conjugation
quotient map G : G! H=W generated by the inclusion C[H]W ' C[G]G ,! C[G], where H is the
maximal torus of G corresponding to the Cartan subalgebra h and W is the Weyl group of the pair
(G;H).
Observe that each central element z 2 Z(C"[G]) obviously gives rise to an element s"(z) 2 Q",
and since z is central
s"(z) 2 HomC"[M ](Cs" ;C"[G]
C"[M ] Cs")
\
Q" =W
s
" (G):
The proof of the following proposition is similar to that of Theorem Ah in [24].
Proposition 6.5. Let " 2 C be generic. Then the restriction of the linear map s" : C"[G]! Q"
to the center Z(C"[G]) of C"[G] gives rise to an injective homomorphism of algebras,
s" : Z(C"[G])!W s" (G):
Now if  : Z(C"[G]) ! C is a character then from Theorem 6.4 and the results of Section
6 in [26] it follows that the algebra W s" (G)=W
s
" (G)ker  can be regarded as a noncommutative
deformation of the algebra of regular functions dened on a ber of the conjugation quotient map
G : s
 1ZNs 1 ! H=W . In particular, for singular bers we obtain noncommutative deformations
of the coordinate rings of the corresponding singularities.
7. Skryabin equivalence for equivariant modules over quantum groups
In this section we establish a remarkable equivalence between the category of W s" (G){modules
and a certain category of C"[G] modules. This equivalence is a quantum group counterpart of
Skryabin equivalence established in the Appendix to [19].
Let J = Ker "jUsA0 (m+) be the augmentation ideal of UsA0(m+) related to the counit " of UsA0(g),
and CA0 the trivial representation of UsA0(m+) given by the counit. Let V be a nitely generated
CA0 [G]{module which satises the following conditions:
(1) V is free as an A0{module.
(2) V is a right UsA0(m+){module with respect to an action Ad such that the action of the
augmentation ideal J on V is locally nilpotent.
(3) The following compatibility condition holds for the two actions
(7.1) Adx(yv) = Adx2(y)Adx1(v); x 2 UsA0(m+); y 2 CA0 [G]; v 2 V;
where s(x) = x1 
 x2, Adx(y) is the adjoint action of x 2 UsA0(m+) on y 2 CA0 [G].
An element v 2 V is called a Whittaker vector if Adxv = "(x)v for any x 2 UsA0(m+).
The space
(7.2) HomUsA0 (m+)(CA0 ; V ) = Wh(V ):
is called the space of Whittaker vectors of V .
Consider the induced UsA0(g){module W = U
s
A0(g) 
CA0 [G] V . Using the adjoint action
of UsA0(g) on itself one can naturally extend the adjoint action of U
s
A0(m+) from V to W in
such a way that compatibility condition (7:1) is satised for the natural action of UsA0(g)
and the adjoint action Ad of UsA0(m+) on W . As we observed in Section 5 (see formula
(5.13)) opps (U
s
A0(m+))  UsA0(b+) 
 UsA0(m+). From this using the fact that the elements
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e = (1   q2)e , e 2 UsA0(m+), are generators of CA0 [M ] one immediately deduces that
opps (CA0 [M ])  UsA0(b+)
CA0 [M ]. In fact opps (CA0 [M ])  CA0 [B ]
CA0 [M ] since
CA0 [M ]  CA0 [B ] which is a Hopf algebra.
We shall require that
(4) For any x 2 CA0 [M ] the natural action of the element (S 1
sq)opp(x) 2 CA0 [G] on W
coincides with the adjoint action Adx of x on W .
As in the second part of the proof of Proposition 5.6 one can see that the last condition
implies that for any z 2 CA0 [G] \ Iq and v 2Wh(V ) zv = 0.
Denote by CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
the category of nitely generated CA0 [G]{module which satisfy
conditions 1{4. Morphisms in the category CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
are CA0 [G]- and UsA0(m+){
module homomorphisms. We call CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
the category of (UsA0(m+); 
s
q){equivariant
modules over CA0 [G].
Note that the algebra W sq (G) naturally acts in the space of Whittaker vectors for any object V
of the category CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
. Indeed, if w;w0 2 CA0 [G] are two representatives of an
element fromW sq (G) then w w0 2 CA0 [G]\Iq, and hence for any v 2Wh(V ) wv = w0v. Moreover,
by the denition of the algebra W sq (G) and by condition (7.1) we have
Adx(wv) = Adx2(w)Adx1(v) = Adx2(w)"(x1)v = Adx(w)v = "(x)wv:
Therefore wv is a Whittaker vector independent of the choice of the representative w.
Proposition 7.1. For any nitely generated W sq (G){module E which is free as an A0{module the
space QA0 
W sq (G) E is an object in CA0 [G] mod
sq
UsA0 (m+)loc
, and
Wh(QA0 
W sq (G) E) = HomUsA0 (m+)(CA0 ; QA0 
W sq (G) E) = E:
Proof. First we prove that QA0 is an object in CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
. We shall prove that the
adjoint action of the augmentation ideal J of UsA0(m+) on QA0 is locally nilpotent. All the other
properties of objects of the category CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
for QA0 were already established in
Proposition 5.7.
Indeed, let homA0(UsA0(m+));W
s
q (G)) be the subspace in HomA0(UA0(m+);W
s
q (G)) which consists
of the linear maps vanishing on some power of the augmentation ideal J = Ker " of UA0(m+),
homA0(UA0(m+);W sq (G)) = ff 2 HomA0(UA0(m+);W sq (G)) : f(Jn) = 0 for some n > 0g. Fix any
linear map  : QA0 ! W sq (G)  QA0 the restriction of which to W sq (G) is the identity map, and
let for any v 2 QA0 (v) : UsA0(m+)! W sq (G) be the A0{linear homomorphism given by (v)(x) =
(Adx(v)). Since the adjoint action of UA0(m+) on CA0 [G] is locally nite the induced adjoint action
of UA0(m+) on QA0 is locally nite as well (see the arguments in the end of the proof of Proposition
5.5). Therefore for any v 2 QA0 the space AdUA0(m+)(v) has nite rank over A0. This implies that
in fact (v) 2 homA0(UsA0(m+);W sq (G)), and we have a map  : QA0 ! homA0(UsA0(m+);W sq (G)).
By denition  is a homomorphism of right UsA0(m+){modules, where the right action of U
s
A0(m+)
on homA0(UsA0(m+);W
s
q (G)) is induced by multiplication in U
s
A0(m+) from the left.
We claim that  is injective. Indeed, consider the specialization 1 of the homomorphism 
at q = 1. The specialization of the algebra UA0(m+) at q = 1 is isomorphic to U(m+), and the
specialization Q1 = QA0=(q
1
2d   1)QA0 of the UA0(m+){module QA0 at q = 1 is isomorphic to
C[q( 1M+(u))]. By Theorem 6.4 C[q(
 1
M+
(u))] = C[M+]
W s(G). From Proposition 11.2 in [27] we
obtain that the induced action of U(m+) on the corresponding variety q(
 1
M+
(u)) is induced by the
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conjugation action of M+ and now using Proposition 6.3 one immediately deduces that the induced
action of U(m+) on C[M+]
W s(G) is generated by the action of U(m+) on C[M+] by left invariant
dierential operators.
Using the exponential map exp : m+ !M+ we can also identify C[M+]
W s(G) with the right
U(m+){module homC(U(m+);W s(G)) = ff 2 HomC(U(m+);W s(G)) : f(Jn1 ) = 0 for some n > 0g,
where J1 is the augmentation ideal of U(m+) generated by m+, and the right action of U(m+) on
homC(U(m+);W s(G)) is induced by multiplication in U(m+) from the left.
On the other hand the specialization of homA0(UsA0(m+);W
s
q (G)) at q = 1 is also isomorphic to
homC(U(m+);W s(G)), and hence under the above identications the specialization of 1 of map 
at q = 1 becomes the identity map.
Now let W be the kernel of , and W1  Q1 its image under the canonical projection QA0 !
Q1 = QA0=(q
1
2d   1)QA0 . W1 must be contained in the kernel of 1. Since this kernel is trivial W1
must be trivial as well, and hence W = (q
1
2d   1)W 0, W 0  QA0 . Since QA0 is A0{free and A0 has no
zero divisors we also have W 0  W . Iterating this process we deduce that any element w 2 W can
be represented in the form w = (q
1
2d   1)Bw0; w0 2 W with arbitrary large B 2 N which is possible
only in case when W = 0. Therefore  is injective.
Thus QA0 is a submodule of homA0(UsA0(m+);W
s
q (G)) the action of J on which is locally nilpotent.
Therefore the action of J on QA0 is locally nilpotent as well.
We conclude that for any nitely generated W sq (G){module E which is free as an A0{module
the space QA0 
W sq (G) E can be equipped with the adjoint action induced by the adjoint action on
QA0 in such a way that the compatibility condition (7.1) is satised. Since the adjoint action of the
augmentation ideal J on QA0 is locally nilpotent the induced adjoint action of the augmentation
ideal J on QA0 
W sq (G) E is locally nilpotent as well.
The fact thatQA0 is an object of the category CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
implies now thatQA0
W sq (G)
E is an object of the category CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
as well. Moreover, by the denition of the
algebra W sq (G)
(7.3) HomUsA0 (m+)
(CA0 ; QA0 
W sq (G) E) = Wh(QA0 
W sq (G) E) =W sq (G)
W sq (G) E = E:
This completes the proof of the fact that QA0 and QA0 
W sq (G) E are objects of the category
CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
.

Obviously we also have that for any object V of the category CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
the canon-
ical map QA0 
W sq (G) Wh(V )! V is a morphism in the category CA0 [G] mod
sq
UsA0 (m+)loc
.
We also denote by C"[G] mod
s
"
Us" (m+)loc
the category of C"[G]{modules which are specializa-
tions of modules from CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
at q = " 2 C. The spaces of Whittaker vectors
for modules from C"[G] mod
s
"
Us" (m+)loc
, the adjoint action and the canonical map Q" 
W s" (G)
Wh(V ) ! V , V 2 C"[G] mod
s
"
Us" (m+)loc
are dened similarly to the case of modules from
CA0 [G] mod
s
q
UsA0 (m+)loc
.
We have the following obvious "{specialization of Proposition 7.1.
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Proposition 7.2. Let " 2 C be generic. Then for any nitely generated W s" (G){module E the space
Q" 
W s" (G) E is an object in C"[G] mod
s"
Us" (m+)loc
, and
Wh(Q" 
W s" (G) E) = HomUs" (m+)(C"; Q" 
W s" (G) E) = E;
where C" is the trivial representation of Us" (m+) given by the counit.
The following proposition is crucial for the proof of the main statement of this paper.
Proposition 7.3. Suppose that the numbers ti dened in (6.5) are not equal to zero for all i. Then
for generic " 2 C Q" is isomorphic to homC(Us" (m+);C) 
W s" (G) as a Us" (m+){W s" (G){bimodule,
where homC(Us" (m+);C) is the subspace in HomC(Us" (m+);C) which consists of the linear maps
vanishing on some power of the augmentation ideal J = Ker " (here " is the counit of Us" (g)) of
Us" (m+), homC(U
s
" (m+);C) = ff 2 HomC(Us" (m+);C) : f(Jn) = 0 for some n > 0g.
Proof. First we show that the specialization " : Q" ! homC(Us" (m+);W s" (G)) at q = " of the
UsA0(m+){module homomorphism  : QA0 ! homA0(UsA0(m+);W sq (G)) constructed in the proof of
Proposition 7.1 is an isomorphism of right Us" (m+){modules.
First we prove that " is injective. The proof will be based on the following lemma that will be
also used later.
Lemma 7.4. Let  : X ! Y be a homomorphism of Us" (m+){modules. Denote by Wh(X) the
subspace of Whittaker vectors of X, i.e. the subspace of X which consists of elements v such that
xv = "(x)v, x 2 Us" (m+). Assume that the action of the augmentation ideal of Us" (m+) on X is
locally nilpotent and that the restriction of  to the subspace of Whittaker vectors of X is injective.
Then  is injective.
Proof. Let Z  X be the kernel of . Assume that Z is not trivial. Observe that Z is invariant with
respect to the action induced by the action of Us" (m+) on X, and that the augmentation ideal of
Us" (m+) acts on X by locally nilpotent transformations. Therefore by Engel theorem Z must contain
a nonzero Us" (m+){invariant vector which is a Whittaker vector v 2 X. But since the restriction of
 to the subspace of Whittaker vectors of X is injective (v) 6= 0. Thus we arrive at a contradiction,
and hence  is injective. 
Now we prove that " is injective. Observe that by Proposition 7.2 the augmentation ideal of
Us" (m+) acts on Q" by locally nilpotent transformations. Let v 2 W s" (G) be a nonzero Whittaker
vector of Q". By the denition of map " we have "(v)(1) = "(v) = v, where " : Q" !W s" (G) 
Q" is the linear map used in the denition of the map " the restriction of which to W
s
q (G) is the
identity map. Therefore "(v) 6= 0. Now by Lemma 7.4 applied to " : Q" ! homC(Us" (m+);W s" (G))
the homomorphism " is injective.
Now we prove that " is surjective. In order to do that we shall calculate the cohomology space
of the right Us" (m+){module Q" with respect to the adjoint action of U
s
" (m+),
(7.4) ExtUs" (m+)(C"; Q"):
We shall show that
(7.5) ExtnUs" (m+)(C"; Q") = 0; n > 0:
Note that we already know that by denition
(7.6) Ext0Us" (m+)(C"; Q") = HomUs" (m+)(C"; Q") =W
s
" (G):
We shall calculate the Ext functors in formula (7.5) using a deformation argument which is based
on upper semicontinuity of cohomology functor with respect to base ring localizations discovered
by Grothendieck (see for instance [32], Theorem 1.2 for the formulation of this principle suitable
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for our purposes). Let X be a complex of nitely generated free modules over a ring k, Xp the
corresponding complex over the residue eld k(p) of the localization of k at a prime ideal p. Then
for each i the function p 7! dimCHi(Xp ) is upper semicontinuous on Spec(k). In particular, if
Hi(Xp0) = 0 for some p0 then for generic p we have H
i(Xp ) = 0.
As k we shall take A0. Note that one can dene a localization, A0=(1   q 12d )A0 = C as well as
similar localizations for other generic values of ", A0=(" 12d   q 12d )A0 = C.
An appropriate complex X is a little bit more complicated to dene. Let CA0 be the trivial
representation of UsA0(m+) given by the counit. We shall construct a complex X

A0 for calculating
the functor ExtUA0 (m+)(CA0 ; QA0) the specialization of which for any generic " is a complex for
calculating the functor ExtUs" (m+)(C"; Q"), and the specialization of X

A0 at q = 1 is a complex
for calculating U(m+){cohomology with values C[M+] 
 W s(G), where the action of U(m+) on
C[M+] 
W s(G) is induced by the natural action of U(m+) on C[M+] by left invariant dierential
operators. These cohomology is just the de Rham cohomology ofM+, and hence is trivial in nonzero
degrees. Moreover, the complex XA0 will be ltered by nitely generated free modules. Therefore
Grothendieck upper semicontinuity of cohomology together with the property of the specialization
of our complex at q = 1 imply vanishing property (7.5).
To construct the complex XA0 we rst recall the denition of the standard bar resolution of an
associative algebra A over a ring k regarded as an A A{bimodule (see [33], Ch. 9, x6),
(7.7)
Barn(A) = A
k : : :
k A| {z }
n+2 times
; n  0;
d(a0 
 : : :
 an+1) =Pn
s=0( 1)sa0 
 : : :
 asas+1 
 : : :
 an+1
where a0; : : : ; an+1 2 A.
Now observe that if one introduces degrees of elements of UsA0(n+) by putting degei = 1, i =
1; : : : ; l the algebra UsA0(n+) becomes naturally N{graded by subspaces UsA0(n+)k which are free over
A0 and have nite rank over A0. Let UsA0(m+)k be the induced grading of UsA0(m+) and denote by
UsA0(m+)k the induced ltration of U
s
A0(m+) by subspaces of nite rank over A0.
Now one can dene a ltration of the UsA0(m+){module QA0 by free A0{modules of nite rank
over A0. In order to do that we recall that QA0 is a submodule of homA0(UsA0(m+);W sq (G)) as we
observed in the proof of Proposition 7.1. We also observe that from the denition of the space
homA0(UsA0(m+);W
s
q (G)) it follows that
(7.8) homA0(UsA0(m+);W
s
q (G)) = homA0(U
s
A0(m+);A0)
A0 W sq (G);
where
homA0(UsA0(m+);A0) = k0homA0(UsA0(m+) k;A0);
Observe that homA0(UsA0(m+);A0) is naturally a Z {graded module over the N{graded algebra
UsA0(m+). Denote by homA0(U
s
A0(m+);A0)k = pkhomA0(UsA0(m+) p;A0) the corresponding l-
tration of homA0(UsA0(m+);A0) by subspaces which are free over A0 and have nite rank over
A0. By construction the action of UsA0(m+) on homA0(UsA0(m+);A0) preserves the ltration of
homA0(UsA0(m+);A0). Combining the ltration on homA0(UsA0(m+);A0) with an arbitrary ltration
W sq (G)k, k 2 N of W sq (G) by free A0{submodules of nite rank we obtain a ltration of
homA0(UsA0(m+);W
s
q (G)) = homA0(U
s
A0(m+);A0)
A0 W sq (G);
homA0(UsA0(m+);W
s
q (G))k =
[
q pk
homA0(UsA0(m+);A0)p 
A0 W sq (G)q; k 2 N:
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The induced ltration of the submodule QA0 has components which are free A0{modules of nite
rank. By construction the action of UsA0(m+) on QA0 preserves the components (QA0)k of that
ltration.
The ltration UsA0(m+)k induces a ltration Bar
n(UsA0(m+))k of the complex Bar
n(UsA0(m+)) by
subcomplexes with nite rank graded components.
Consider the subcomplex
homUsA0 (m+)
(Bar(UsA0(m+)); QA0) =
=
[
k
HomUsA0 (m+)
(Bar(UsA0(m+))k; QA0)
of the complex HomUsA0 (m+)
(Bar(UsA0(m+); QA0). Since Bar
(UsA0(m+)) is homotopic to U
s
A0(m+)
as a ltered UsA0(m+)  UsA0(m+) bimodule the cohomology of
homUsA0 (m+)
(Bar(UsA0(m+)); QA0)
coincide with QA0 . We claim that the homological degree graded components of
homUsA0 (m+)
(Bar(UsA0(m+)); QA0)
are injective UsA0(m+){modules, and hence homUsA0 (m+)(Bar
(UsA0(m+)); QA0) is an injective resolu-
tion of QA0 .
Indeed, by construction each of the components homUsA0 (m+)
(Barn(UsA0(m+)); QA0) is isomorphic
to homA0(UsA0(m+);W ) =
S
k HomA0((U
s
A0(m+))k;W ) for some free A0{module W , and the right
action of UsA0(m+) on homA0(U
s
A0(m+);W ) is induced by multiplication on U
s
A0(m+) from the left.
Clearly, homA0(UsA0(m+);W ) is the subspace of HomA0(U
s
A0(m+);W ) which consist of the linear maps
vanishing on some power of the augmentation ideal J = Ker" of UsA0(m+), homA0(U
s
A0(m+);W ) =
ff 2 HomA0(UsA0(m+);W ) : f(Jp) = 0 for some p > 0g.
Lemma 7.5. Let J = Ker " be the augmentation ideal of UsA0(m+), homA0(U
s
A0(m+);W ) = ff 2
HomA0(UsA0(m+);W ) : f(J
p) = 0 for some p > 0g, whereW is a free A0{module. Equip homA0(UsA0(m+);W )
with the right action of UsA0(m+) induced by multiplication on U
s
A0(m+) from the left. Then the
UsA0(m+){module homA0(U
s
A0(m+);W ) is injective.
Proof. First observe that the algebra UsA0(m+) is Notherian and ideal J satises the so-called weak
Artin{Rees property, i.e. for every nitely generated left UsA0(m+){module M and its submodule
N there exists an integer n > 0 such that JnM
T
N  JN . Indeed, observe that the algebra
UsA0(m+) can be equipped with a ltration similar to that introduced in Section 4 on the algebra
Usq (g) in such a way that the associated graded algebra is nitely generated and semi{commutative
(see (4.16)). The fact that UsA0(m+) is Notherian follows from the existence of the ltration on it
for which the associated graded algebra is semi{commutative and from Theorem 4 in Ch. 5, x3 in
[35] (compare also with Theorem 4.8 in [37]). The ideal J satises the weak Artin{Rees property
because the subring UsA0(m+) + Jt+ J
2t2 + : : :  UsA0(m+)[t], where t is a central indeterminate, is
Notherian (see [38], Ch. 11, x2, Lemma 2.1). The last fact follows from the existence of a ltration
on UsA0(m+) + Jt+ J
2t2 + : : : induced by the ltration on UsA0(m+) for which the associated graded
algebra is semi{commutative and again from Theorem 4 in Ch. 5, x3 in [35].
Finally, the module HomA0(UsA0(m+);W ) is obviously injective. By Lemma 3.2 in Ch. 3, [34]
the module homA0(UsA0(m+);W ) = ff 2 HomA0(UsA0(m+);W ) : f(Jp) = 0 for some p > 0g is also
injective since the ideal J satises the weak Artin{Rees property. 
Lemma 7.5 implies that the complex homUsA0 (m+)
(Bar(UsA0(m+)); QA0) is an injective resolution
of QA0 as a right UsA0(m+){module.
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Now consider the complex
XA0 = HomUsA0 (m+)(CA0 ; homUsA0 (m+)(Bar
(UsA0(m+)); QA0))
for calculating the functor
ExtUsA0 (m+)(CA0 ; QA0) = H
(XA0):
Observe that the specialization of the UsA0(m+){module CA0 at " is isomorphic to C", and the
specialization of the UsA0(m+){module QA0 at " is isomorphic to Q". Therefore the specialization of
the complex XA0 at " is isomorphic to
X" = HomUs" (m+)(C"; homUs" (m+)(Bar
(Us" (m+)); Q"));
where the complex
homUs" (m+)(Bar
(Us" (m+)); Q")
is dened similarly to homUsA0 (m+)(Bar
(UsA0(m+)); QA0) using the "{specialization of the ltration
(UsA0(m+))k. Applying the same arguments as in case of the complex X

A0 one can show that X

" is
a complex for calculating the functor ExtUs" (m+)(C"; Q") = H
(X" ).
The specialization of the algebra UsA0(m+) at q = 1 is isomorphic to U(m+), the specialization of
the UsA0(m+){module CA0 at q = 1 is isomorphic to the trivial representation C0 of U(m+), and the
specialization of the UsA0(m+){module QA0 at q = 1 is isomorphic to C[q(
 1
M+
(u))]. By Theorem 6.4
C[q( 1M+(u))] = C[M+]
W s(G):
From the proof of Proposition 11.2 in [27] we obtain that the induced action of U(m+) on the
corresponding variety q( 1M+(u)) is obtained from the conjugation action of M+ and now using
proposition 6.3 one immediately deduces that the induced action of U(m+) on C[M+] 
W s(G) is
generated by the action of U(m+) on C[M+] by left invariant dierential operators. Therefore the
specialization of the complex XA0 at q = 1 is isomorphic to
X1 = HomU(m+)(C0;homU(m+)(Bar
(U(m+));C[M+]
W s(G)));
where the complex
homU(m+)(Bar
(U(m+));C[M+]
W s(G))
is dened similarly to
homUsA0 (m+)
(Bar(UsA0(m+)); QA0)
using the q = 1{specialization of the ltration (UsA0(m+))k. Applying the same arguments as in case
of the complex XA0 one can show that X

1 is a complex for calculating the functor
ExtU(m+)(C0;C[M+]
W s(G)) = H(X1 ):
We also obviously have ExtU(m+)(C0;C[M+] 
 W s(G)) = ExtU(m+)(C0;C[M+] 
 W s(G)) =
HdR(M+) 
 W s(G), where HdR(M+) is the de Rham cohomology of the unipotent group M+.
Since HndR(M+) = 0 for n > 0 we deduce that H
n(X1 ) = 0 for n > 0.
Finally observe that the complex XA0 and its specializations introduced above can be equipped
with compatible ltrations by nitely generated free subcomplexes. These ltrations are induced
by the ltrations (QA0)k and (UsA0(m+))k and by their specializations at q = " and q = 1. The
Grothendieck cohomology semicontinuity property holds for these subcomplexes, and hence for the
complex XA0 as well. Therefore from the vanishing property H
n(X1 ) = 0 for n > 0 we deduce that
for generic " ExtnUs" (m+)(C"; Q") = H
n(X" ) = 0 for n > 0.
Now we prove that " is surjective. We start with the following lemma.
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Lemma 7.6. Let  : X ! Y be an injective homomorphism of Us" (m+){modules. Assume that  in-
duces an isomorphism of the spaces of Whittaker vectors of X and of Y , and that Ext1Us" (m+)(C"; X) =
0, where C" is the trivial representation of Us" (m+). Suppose also that the action of the augmentation
ideal J of Us" (m+) on the cokernel of  is locally nilpotent. Then  is surjective.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
0! X ! Y !W 0 ! 0;
where W 0 is the cokernel of , and the corresponding long exact sequence of cohomology,
0! Ext0Us" (m+)(C"; X)! Ext
0
Us" (m+)
(C"; Y )! Ext0Us" (m+)(C";W 0)!
! Ext1Us" (m+)(C"; X)! : : : :
Since  induces an isomorphism of the spaces of Whittaker vectors of X and of Y , and
Ext1Us" (m+)(C"; X) = 0, the initial part of the long exact cohomology sequence takes the form
0!Wh(X)!Wh(Y )!Wh(W 0)! 0;
where the second map in the last sequence is an isomorphism. Using the last exact sequence we
deduce that Wh(W 0) = 0. But the augmentation ideal J acts on W 0 by locally nilpotent transfor-
mations. Therefore, by Engel theorem, if W 0 is not trivial there should exists a nonzero Us" (m+){
invariant vector in it. Thus we arrive at a contradiction, and W 0 = 0. Therefore  is surjective.

Now recall that by (7.5) and (7.6) we already know that
Wh(Q") =W
s
" (G); Ext
1
Us" (m+)
(C"; Q") = 0;
and by the denition of the module homC(Us" (m+);W
s
" (G))
Wh(homC(U
s
" (m+);W
s
" (G))) = HomUs" (m+)(C";homC(U
s
" (m+);W
s
" (G))) =W
s
" (G):
Observe also that by construction the map " : Q" ! homC(Us" (m+);W s" (G)) induces an iso-
morphism of the spaces of Whittaker vectors. Since the action of the augmentation ideal J on
homC(Us" (m+);W
s
" (G)) is locally nilpotent its action on the cokernel of " is locally nilpotent as
well. Therefore " is surjective by Lemma 7.6.
Thus we have proved that " : Q" ! homC(Us" (m+);W s" (G)) is an isomorphism of right Us" (m+){
modules. Note that by the denitions of the spaces homC(Us" (m+);W
s
" (G)) and homC(U
s
" (m+);C) we
also have an obvious right Us" (m+){module isomorphism homC(U
s
" (m+;W
s
" (G)) = homC(U
s
" (m+);C)

W s" (G).
Now consider the Us" (m+){submodule 
 1
" (homC(U
s
" (m+);C)) of Q", where homC(Us" (m+);C) 
homC(Us" (m+);W
s
" (G)). Obviously 
 1
" (homC(U
s
" (m+);C)) ' homC(Us" (m+);C) as a right Us" (m+){
module.
Let " : 
 1
" (homC(U
s
" (m+);C)) 
W s" (G) ! Q" be the map induced by the action of W s" (G)
on Q". Since this action commutes with the adjoint action of U
s
" (m+) on Q" we infer that " is a
homomorphism of Us" (m+){W
s
" (G){bimodules.
We claim that " is injective. This follows straightforwardly from Lemma 7.4 because all Whit-
taker vectors of  1" (homC(U
s
" (m+);C))
W s" (G) belong to the subspace
1
W s" (G)   1" (homC(Us" (m+);C))
W s" (G);
and the restriction of " to this subspace is injective.
Now we show that " is surjective. By the specializing the result of Lemma 7.5 at q = "
one can immediately deduce that the right Us" (m+){module 
 1
" (homC(U
s
" (m+);C)) 
 W s" (G) '
homC(Us" (m+);W
s
" (G)) is injective. In particular, Ext
1
Us" (m+)
(C";  1" (homC(Us" (m+);C))
W s" (G)) =
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0. One checks straightforwardly, similarly the case of the map ", that the other conditions of Lemma
7.6 for the map " are satised as well. Therefore " is surjective.
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Now we formulate our main statement.
Theorem 7.7. Suppose that the numbers ti dened in (6.5) are not equal to zero for all i. Then for
generic " 2 C the functor E 7! Q" 
W s" (G) E, is an equivalence of the category of nitely generated
left W s" (G){modules and the category C"[G] mod
s
"
Us" (m+)loc
. The inverse equivalence is given by
the functor V 7!Wh(V ). In particular, the latter functor is exact.
Every module V 2 C"[G] mod
s
"
Us" (m+)loc
is isomorphic to homC(Us" (m+);C)) 
Wh(V ) as a
right Us" (m+){module. In particular, V is U
s
" (m+){injective, and Ext

Us" (m+)
(C"; V ) = Wh(V ).
Proof. Let E be a nitely generated W s" (G){module. First we observe that by the denition of
the algebra W s" we have Wh(QA0 
W s" (G) E) = E. Therefore to prove the theorem it suces to
check that for any V 2 C"[G] mod
s
"
Us" (m+)loc
the canonical map f : Q" 
W s" (G) Wh(V )! V is an
isomorphism.
By the previous Proposition Q" = homC(Us" (m+);C) 
W s" (G) as a Us" (m+){W s" (G){bimodule.
Therefore
(7.9) Q" 
W s" (G) Wh(V ) = homC(Us" (m+);C)
Wh(V )
as a right Us" (m+){module.
Now the fact that f is an isomorphism can be established by repeating verbatim the arguments
used in the proof of a similar statement for the map " in the previous Proposition. In particular
f is injective by Lemma 7.4, Q" 
W s" (G) Wh(V ) = homC(Us" (m+);C)
Wh(V ) is an injective right
Us" (m+){module by Lemma 7.5, and f is surjective by Lemma 7.6.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
8. Localization of quantum biequivariant D{modules
In this section we present a biequivariant version of the localization theorem for quantum D{
modules proved in [1, 29]. A similar result for Beilinson{Bernstein localization of D modules on the
ag variety was already mentioned in the original paper [2] (see also [16] for more details).
Let " 2 C be transcendental and generic. Denote by C"[G] the Hopf algebra generated by
matrix coecients of nite{dimensional representations of Us" (g). There is a natural paring (; ) :
Us" (g) 
 C"[G] ! C. The algebra C"[G] is equipped with a Us" (g){bimodule structure via the left
and the right regular action,
(8.1) u(a) = a1(u; a2); (a)u = (u; a1)a2; u 2 Us" (g); a 2 C"[G]; a = a1 
 a2:
Let D" be the Heisenberg double of Us" (g) dened in [23]. As a vector space D" = C"[G]
Us" (g),
and the multiplication on D" is given by
(8.2) a
 u  b
 v = au1(b)
 u2v; a; b 2 C"[G]; u; v 2 Us" (g); su = u1 
 u2:
The Heisenberg double is an analogue of the algebra of dierential operators on the group G in
case of Hopf algebras. D" also has the structure of a Us" (g){bimodule,
uL(a
 v) = u(1)(a)
 u(2)vSs(u(3)); uR(a
 v) = (a)u
 v;(8.3)
u 2 Us" (g); a 2 C"[G]; (id
s)s(u) = u(1) 
 u(2) 
 u(3):
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Both the left and the right Us" (g) actions on D" are derivations with respect to the multiplicative
structure in the sense that
(8.4) uL(a
 u  b
 v) = u1L(a
 u)  u2L(b
 v); uR(a
 u  b
 v) = u1R(a
 u)  u2R(b
 v):
These actions are analogues of the actions generated by left and right translations on G on the
algebra of dierential operators.
Let  be a character of Us" (h).  naturally extends to a one{dimensional U
s
" (b+){module that we
denote by C.
Note that there is an algebra embedding Us" (g)  D", x 7! 1 
 x. The image of this embedding
is an analogue of the algebra of right invariant vector elds on G. As in case of Lie groups right
invariant vector elds generate left translations in the sense that
1
 y1  a
 x  1
 Ssy2 = yL(a
 x); y 2 Us" (g)  D"; a
 x 2 D"; s(y) = y1 
 y2:
Let C"[B+]0 be the quotient Hopf algebra of C"[G] by the Hopf algebra ideal generated by elements
vanishing on Us" (b+). Note that if V is a right C"[B+]0{comodule then V is also naturally a left
Us" (b+){module.
A (Us" (b+); ){equivariant D"{module is a triple (M;; ), where M is a complex vector space
equipped with a left D"{action  : D"M !M , a right C"[B+]0{coaction which gives rise to a left
Us" (b+){action  : U
s
" (b+)M !M such that
(1) The Us" (b+){actions on M 
 C given by  
  and by jUs" (b+) 
 Id coincide;
(2) (u)((a 
 v)m) = (u1L(a 
 v))(u2)m; for all u 2 Us" (b+); a 
 v 2 D"; m 2 M; su =
u1 
 u2:
(Us" (b+); ){equivariant D"{modules form a category DUs" (b+) morphisms in which are linear
maps of vector spaces respecting all the above introduced structures on (Us" (b+); ){equivariant
D"{modules.
Let D" be the maximal quotient of D" which is an object of DUs" (b+). In fact one has
D" ' D"=D"I;
where I is the left ideal in D" generated by the elements 1
ei, 1
 ti (ti), i = 1; : : : ; l. We denote
by 1 the image of 1
 1 2 D" in D" .
Now dene the global section functor   : DUs" (b+) ! VectC, where VectC is the category of vector
spaces,
 (M) = HomD
Us" (b+)
(D" ;M) = HomUs" (b+)(C";M);
where in the last formula Us" (b+) acts onM according to {action, and C" is the trivial representation
of Us" (b+) given by the counit.
One can also write
(8.5)  (M) = HomUs" (b+)(C;M);
where Us" (b+) acts on M according to the {action composed with the embedding U
s
" (b+) ! D",
x 7! 1
 x.
Naturally  (D" ) = EndD
Us" (b+)
(D" ) is an algebra with multiplication induced from D". The
algebra  (D" ) naturally acts from the left on spaces  (M) for M 2 DUs" (b+).
Recall that there is a locally nite right adjoint action of Ad : Us" (g)Us" (g)fin ! Us" (g)fin given
by
Adx(w) = S 1s (x2)wx1;
where s(x) = x1 
 x2, x 2 Us" (g), w 2 Us" (g)fin. Let Ad : Us" (g)fin ! C"[G] 
 Us" (g)fin be the
dual C"[G]{coaction on Us" (g)fin. One can consider the tensor product C"[G]
Us" (g)fin as a linear
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subspace of D". Using this fact Ad can be regarded as a linear map to D", Ad : Us" (g)fin ! D".
In fact Ad is an embedding, the left inverse map AdSs is given by
(8.6) AdSs(a
 x) = a
 1 AdSs(x); a
 x 2 ImAd  C"[G]
 Us" (g)fin;
where AdSs : U
s
" (g)
fin ! C"[G]
Us" (g)fin is the map dual to the action of Us" (g) on Us" (g)fin given
by AdSs, and the image of AdSs in (8.6) belongs to the subspace 1
 Us" (g)fin which is naturally
identied with Us" (g)
fin.
Direct calculation also shows that Ad : U
s
" (g)
fin ! D" is an algebra antihomomorphism,
Ad(x) Ad(y) = Ad(yx):
Note that Ad can be extended to a homomorphism from U
s
" (g) to a certain completion C"[G]b
Us" (g)
of C"[G]
Us" (g) by innite series terms of which are elements of C"[G]
Us" (g). We denote this exten-
sion by the same symbol, Ad : U
s
" (g)! C"[G]b
Us" (g). One can equip the completion C"[G]b
Us" (g)
with a multiplication induced from D". We denote the obtained algebra by bD".
One checks that the map AdSs naturally extends to a left inverse of Ad : U
s
" (g) ! bD", and
hence Ad : U
s
" (g) ! bD" is an embedding. The image of this map can be regarded as an analogue
of the algebra of left invariant vector elds on G. In particular, these analogues generate the right
action of Us" (g) on D",
(8.7) Ad(y1)  a
 x Ad(S 1s y2) = yR(a
 x); y 2 Us" (g); s(y) = y1 
 y2; a
 x 2 D":
The map Ad is also equivariant with respect to the right action of U
s
" (g) on D" in the sense that
(8.8) uR(Ad(v)) = Ad(Adu(v)); u 2 Us" (g); v 2 Us" (g)fin:
Denote by J the annihilator of the Verma module M"() = U
s
" (g) 
Us" (b+) C in Us" (g)fin.
J is generated by the ideal of the center Z(U
s
" (g)
fin) = Z(Us" (g)) corresponding to a character
+ : Z(U
s
" (g))! C, where  = 12
P
2+  2 P+. Let Us" (g) be the quotient of Us" (g)fin by J,
Us" (g)
 = Us" (g)
fin=J.
We also denote by I the annihilator of M"() in U
s
" (g) and by U
s
" (g) the quotient U
s
" (g) =
Us" (g)=I.
A character  : Us" (h) ! C is called regular dominant if for each  2 P+ and all weights  of
V"(),  6=  , one has + 6= + .
Proposition 8.1. ([1], Proposition 4.8, Theorem 4.12) The map
(8.9) Us" (g)
 !  (D" )opp = HomUs" (b+)(C";D" ); x 7! Ad(x)1
is an algebra isomorphism.
If  is regular dominant the global section functor   : DUs" (b+) ! mod U
s
" (g)
 is an equivalence
of the category DUs" (b+) and of the category mod   U
s
" (g)
 of right Us" (g)
{modules. The inverse
functor is given by
(8.10) V 7! V 
Us" (g) D" ; V 2 mod  Us" (g):
Now we present an equivariant version of the previous proposition. Let U  Us" (g) be a sub-
algebra equipped with a character  : U ! C. Denote by C the corresponding one{dimensional
representation of U . Assume that U is also a coideal, i.e. s(U)  U 
 Us" (g)
A biequivariant D"{module is a (Us" (b+); ){equivariant D"{module M which is also equipped
with the structure of a left U -module  : U M !M such that
(1) For any u 2 U the action of the operator (u1)(Ad(Ssu2)) on M is well dened, and the
U{actions on C 
M given by Id
  and by 
 Ad  Ss coincide;
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(2) (u)((a 
 v)m) = (Ss(u2)R(a 
 v))(u1)m; for all u 2 U; a 
 v 2 D"; m 2 M; su =
u1 
 u2:
Biequivariant D"{modules form a category UDUs" (b+) morphisms in which are linear maps of
vector spaces respecting all the above introduced structures on biequivariant D"{modules.
A (U;){equivariant Us" (g)
{module is a right Us" (g)
{module V equipped with the structure of
a left U -module  : U  V ! V such that
(1) For any u 2 U and v 2 V one has (u)m = (u1)Ssu2v, where a priori (u1)Ssu2m should
be understood as the natural action of the image of the element (u1)Ssu2 2 Us" (g) in Us" (g)
on the induced Us" (g){module V
0 = V 
Us" (g) Us" (g);
(2) (u)(xv) = AdSs(u2)(x)((u1)v); for all u 2 U; x 2 Us" (g); v 2 V; su = u1 
 u2:
(U; ){equivariant Us" (g)
{modules form a category Umod Us" (g) morphisms in which are linear
maps of vector spaces respecting all the above introduced structures on equivariant Us" (g)
{modules.
Formula (8.5), condition (2) in the denition of biequivariant D"{modules and the obvious relation
uR(1
 x) = "(u)1
 x; u; x 2 Us" (g)
imply that if M is a biequivariant D"{module then  induces a U{action on  (M). From formula
(8.8) it also follows that if M is a biequivariant D"{module then  (M) is an equivariant Us" (g){
module. Conversely, the second relation in (8.4) and (8.7) imply that if V is an equivariant Us" (g)
{
module with an equivariant structure  then the formula
(8.11) (u)(v 
 (a
 x)) = (u1)(v)
 Ss(u2)R(a
 x); v 2 V; a
 x 2 D" ; u 2 U
denes the structure of a biequivariant D"{module on V 
Us" (g) D" .
Thus we have the following proposition.
Proposition 8.2. If  is regular dominant the global section functor   : DUs" (b+) ! mod  U
s
" (g)

gives rise to an equivalence of the category UDUs" (b+) of biequivariant D"{modules and of the category

Umod  Us" (g) of equivariant right Us" (g){modules. The inverse functor is given by
(8.12) V 7! V 
Us" (g) D" ; V 2

U mod  Us" (g):
Denote by Ir" the right ideal in C"[G] generated by the kernel of s" in C"[M ], and by s" the
canonical projection C"[G]! Ir"nC"[G]. Let Qr" be the image of C"[G] under the projection s" .
Recall that the denition of the system of positive roots associated to s and formula (4.13) imply
that s(U
s
" (m+))  Us" (m+)
 Us" (b+).
Similarly to Section 5 we deduce that the left action Ad  Ss of Us" (m+) on C"[G] induces an
action on Qr" which we denote by Ad  Ss. One can also dene the corresponding W{algebra by
W s" (G)
r = HomUs" (m+)(C"; Q
r
");
where the multiplication in W s" (G)
r is induced from C"[G].
As in Proposition 6.5 we have an embedding
Z(C"[G])!W s" (G)r:
Note that by Proposition 5.5 C"[G] ' Us" (g)fin. Let Z be the kernel of the character  :
Z(C"[G])! C. Consider the quotient
W s" (G)
r
 =W
s
" (G)
r=W s" (G)
rZ:
Observe that for generic " we have an algebra isomorphism C"[M ] = Us" (m+) and that Us" (m+) is
a coideal in Us" (g). In particular, 
s
" is a character of U
s
" (m+). Therefore one can dene the category
s"
Us" (m+)
mod   Us" (g) of (Us" (m+); s"){equivariant Us" (g){modules. Consider the full subcategory
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s"
Us" (m+)
mod   Us" (g)loc of 
s
"
Us" (m+)
mod   Us" (g) objects of which are nitely generated over Us" (g)
objects of
s"
Us" (m+)
mod Us" (g) such that the {action of the augmentation ideal of Us" (m+) on them
is locally nilpotent.
Let Qr" be the image of U
s
" (g)
 under the projection s" . We have the following straightforward
analogue of Theorem 7.7 for the category
s"
Us" (m+)
mod  Us" (g)loc.
Proposition 8.3. Suppose that the numbers ti dened in (6.5) are not equal to zero for all i. Then
for generic " 2 C the functor E 7! E 
W s" (G)r Qr", is an equivalence of the category of nitely
generated right W s" (G)
r
{modules and the category
s"
Us" (m+)
mod   Us" (g)loc. The inverse equivalence
is given by the functor V 7! HomUs" (m+)(C"; V ) = Wh(V ). In particular, the latter functor is exact.
Every module V 2 s"Us" (m+) mod   U
s
" (g)

loc is isomorphic to homC(U
s
" (m+);C) 
Wh(V ) as a left
Us" (m+){module. In particular, V is U
s
" (m+){injective, and Ext

Us" (m+)
(C"; V ) = Wh(V ).
Let C"[M+]0 be the coalgebra which is the quotient of C"[G] by the coalgebra ideal generated by
elements vanishing on Us" (m+). Proposition 8.3 implies that the U
s
" (m+){action on the objects of
the category
s"
Us" (m+)
mod Us" (g)loc is induced by the adjoint Us" (g){action on Us" (g) which is locally
nite. Therefore this action gives rise to a right coaction of C"[M+]0 on objects of
s"
Us" (m+)
mod  
Us" (g)

loc. Conversely, a right C"[M+]0{coaction on any such object V gives rise to a Us" (m+){action
such that the action of the augmentation ideal of Us" (m+) on it is locally nilpotent. Indeed, the action
of the augmentation ideal of Us" (b+) on any nite{dimensional U
s
" (g){module is locally nilpotent,
and hence the action of Us" (m+)  Us" (b+) induced by the coaction of C"[M+]0 is locally nilpotent
as well.
Now observe that in this case the Us" (m+){action dened by formula (8.11) on the corresponding
biequivariant D"{module gives rise to a right C"[M+]0{coaction which is the tensor product of the
right coaction of C"[M+]0 on V described above and the right coaction of C"[M+]0 on D" induced
by the regular action (u; a) 7! (a)Ss(u), u 2 Us" (g), a 2 C"[G], of Us" (g) on C"[G] which is locally
nite by denition.
Conversely, if M is an object of the category
s"
Us" (m+)
DUs" (b+) such that the {action of U
s
" (m+)
on it is induced by a right C"[M+]0{coaction then the induced Us" (m+){action on  (M) corresponds
to a right C"[M+]0{coaction on  (M).
Now consider the full subcategory
s"
Us" (m+)
DUs" (b+)loc of
s"
Us" (m+)
DUs" (b+) objects of which are nitely
generated over D" objects of 
s
"
Us" (m+)
DUs" (b+) such that for each M 2
s"
Us" (m+)
DUs" (b+)loc the {action
of Us" (m+) on M is induced by a right C"[M+]0{coaction. From Propositions 8.2 and 8.3 and the
discussion above we immediately obtain the following statement.
Theorem 8.4. Suppose that the numbers ti dened in (6.5) are not equal to zero for all i. Suppose
also that  is regular dominant. Then for generic transcendental " 2 C the category s"Us" (m+)D

Us" (b+)loc
is equivalent to the category of nitely generated right W s" (G)
r
{modules.
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